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/
REFACE

The - Compensiitiry Education Study was
requested by Congress in, the 1974.1Iementary and
Secondary Education Amendments. ; The 1974

- Amendments einphasize the djreat reapginsibility
7 of*the National /Institute of Education-011E) to

Congress. The study began in February 1975:Only .

a_ Pek Centre** hod reviewed' an. official research,
pian.submitted by N1E; it *at handed with $15

ty set aside from the Titte-1-100109
icition. interim .reports on'studytiir= subMitted to Congress InOecember

'1976. and '1977:: A final. report' will be
subraitted Septealbei ;978.

w.

.130-virICine provides an oioerview`4 study
findin*Cind a summary of each of the rnore than
35' research projects Which make up the whole

i.

Compereatory, EduOgitioi; StUdy. These .31.1r1MCIik:s,
provide both genergl information on eaCh. of
projects and specific referencei to where mare
detailed discussions can be found. '

,At

The overview. was prepared by Richaid.MOSs
of; the Compensator/ EducatiOn StUdY
Timothy McCarthy Of 'the PublidiftioneMonage-
ment and Administrative Services Division.'
Managing and editing of project summaries' was
done . by. Janet Taylor, ; Peirce Hammond, and
Marjorie' Kutash.. Special -thanks are. due to
Catherine Blacicnall .for her,,_oid- in collecting and
typing thematerktI.

. _ .

A. Frechtling, Director
Carmen:glory E tion Study
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THE NIE COMPENSATORY
TION Y

ompertiat or y education is one of the
Natiods most important :efforts- to eqUalize edu-
cat's:Mel-opportunity. -Al.:Concept stemslfrom the
recognition that children,/ from disadvantaged
backgrounds frequently 40. not enjoy the !same
edUeational benefits .as'their peed. Mont attend
schools in districts that IOW over ileyenues
or high concentrators of disadvantaged families.
Such circumstances' place special rains on the

:schoals and adversely affect the- lidevelop-
mient Of pu011s: ',compensatory education. is .

:_intended to `ease ....there- problem:4- 'by providing
disadvantaged children with 'odentianal services to
helifthem complete their educalan on More' equal

The Mairi 'impetus to Compensatory
.. education corne.,from 'Title .1 Of the Elementary
..and Secondary Education' Act of 1965 IESEA),
subtitled .Non Act to strengthen and improve
educational quality , and. .,,educational appor-

ThemOst important source of convert.
salary iducation 'funds, T has channeled
bitlian'af. Federal dollars :to States and. school
dbitricte,for cgrnpensatory

.1r.

Congress hod. three rposes in mind when it
enacted. Title I. Firstr if sought to provide
additIOnal firmed! assirtrance to. school district
serving faro numbers / of students from 1

incline families and to the ichools with

. special- services for low-i"
greatest- anther Of su students:. Second, Con-
gross sought to fund

r
achieving children'irt.i =Was with low revenue`

. . And 4hird; /Congress intended Title I

program: to contribute to.. the cognitive,.-scralaii-
* emotional: development of pirticipating .stu-
dents. . .

Since 1965, the Federal Government. has
proVided between Srbinfoity.and $2 billion a year
la "States and War 'educational- agencies for
compensatory educiatitri:programs. Representing

i '34% 0.011 Federal.aweidtvassirielernentark and
secondary education,- TitieI is the largegt Federal.
education program kW young -stuilente,' While Title
raccountsi for. only 3% of the total monies spent

nationally on etlementary and seaondary'education,
In Some of the Notion's poorest school...distritts it
accounts for almost one-third of. 'their per-pupit-
expenditures.,

.

The. amount of money their,. school district
receives'under Title I depends' on the .number .of
children age 5 to 17 whoselamilies live under the
poverty. line, the number.of ildren receiving Aid
to. Families with Depa dent Children IAFDC), and
the number of children/ in federally Supported
foster -homes cr institutions for' neglected or
delinquent children. 'Within the.distracr;Tederal
regulationSaisa direct Title I monies to schools in
the poorest areas. .

in wilting; the enabling legislation, Congress
chose to give States and echoed districts ,. wide
latitude .in 'establishing local compensatory edu7
cation* For te, a 1974 Senate
report note: -Plocatof clots are charged with
develeping.local soluti .to' meet their specific
needs.'"/

.;/. The school districts take the initiative lr
deSigning local programs and..in identifying which
students are to receive special services. Compen-
satory education -funds are most freqUentlk used.

/for special, in struction,,but local communities also
,' ma)? use:monies for such auxiliary services as

1'04-medical care, and psychological CoUnseling.

THE NIE STUDY

The .ittus .for. the 'National Institute/of -
Education OVID Study come from Jive Education
Amendments of 1974 (Public 93-380), which
directed the institute to conduct a comprehensive.
study, of . cdmperfsatary education programs,
including. those financedby the States.. Congress .
'-requested this 3-year study in order to gather
information which would help them` in considering

' leg! lotion to reauthorize Title I. .

, fn requesti4 the study, Congress essentially
- wonted answers to two qttestions. First; what



have compensatory education programs occoinp-
tithed over the last. decode?. Second, how can
compensatory education programs be improved?

. To answer the first question, the NIE study
examined whither existing Title 1,,prograrns have
met the original intentions of Congress. '

To determine how compensatory education
might be IrnproVed, NIE researchers investigat
the relatgte effectiveness of different stafe
local--approaches to implementing Title I.
studied the relationships between improved
demic'performance and such elements, of 'i ruc-
lion 'as individualized learning a;r1 el siz,e.
Researchers also considered the possible ffeat :of
othe0 methodS of allocating funds (on 'baits of
achievement test scores, for exarapl , And they
examined dlternative ways o' or zing. Federal,
state, and 'local efforts to matt- compensatory
programs work better.

.

Earlier national evaluat of 'Title I Often .
focused solely on childr academic per-
formance( More recent selective evaluations
tended to isolate reodi provrams and measure'
the impact of:corppensa educationhy gauging,
the effectiveness of r instruction. How' -

: ever, Title l's e success °depends upon it sr
ability to distribute undrand deliver services to
its etig'ible student Cansequently, Congress has
shown strong' int rest An 1-rning who -benefits
from Title I andtfserviEes.

. NIE's moon 66 Title I was designed to
enable C to judge whether .the. program has
met each f three.- objective,* the allocation of
funds, delive0 of services, 'and the develop-
rrient of hildn.

ht overall NIE study consisted of 35 major
chi-projects. these projects included a

anal' Suivey of .Compensatory Education,
aN deMenstration projects in 13 school ells-

cti; and' a number of detailed case studies of
idular aspects of -the Title I progrqn. In

ordance with the study's mandate, ME sub,-
,mitted an interim report in .1976 a second
report -- actually a series of six r its --in the fall
of 1977. Other reports will-be in the fall of
078.. .

RESEARCH

Title Ps Effec

FINDINGS'

iveness-inDistributinq Money

M ./"."
E lathered information eh whether Title I

fundi are actually distributed- as Congress
intended. The original legislation specified that
funds were intended to help districts pro74de

,c7

services to areas with concentrations of low-
income families.. The number of children living in
poverty/would determine the amount of -monde a
di t received and also the elinibilitypar,culor school for furls.

= - .

At the same time, Congress decided that
fundrishould be speof only for childrenewho were
clearly low`ochieving. Scbool administrators ond
teachers select children qt the individual. school

.:.level on the basis of their educational ,needs.
Until. Title I resources reach the school, the focus
is on family income; thereafter it is on student
achievement. 1. -

NIE's analysis of the cistrigutiOnaLeffects of
the Title .1 formula indicates that the formula
generally meets the purposiintended by Congress:.
Title ! dliects funds to areas with concentrations
of children from low-income. families. However,

s the boore0 counties and districts oftenseceive
leis money, than do. richer areas,sfor each of the
children 'counted for Title j purposes. This is

-.'because Title I 'allocations are weighted by. the
'average per-pupil expenditure . (APPE) for the
State, and very poor areas are often found in low-
spending States.

More specifically, NIE fouria that:

I. Overall, the larger the number of
poor children in a district, the ,

larger its allocation.

The largest proportion of Title .1
maney directed to central
cities, rural areas, and places.

.. with high proportions of minatity
group children.

3. The stare of Title I fundt going..
to counties in 'the South and in

'the blidd Atlantic States is
larger than-the counties' share of
*_school-aged population. In
the3outh; this is a result of the -

region's heavy concentrations of
low-income, children; in the
Middle Atlantic States, it results
both from the )umbers of low-
income and other formula-
eligible children , cpcl from a
relatively 'nigh. level of
educational expenditures.

4. Urban and Northeastern counties
receive the most money for each
formula-eligible child; rural
Southern counties receive the
least. This reflects the weight-
ing of allocations according to
state APPE.

vi
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Although Title I funding con
stitutes only 3% of all vending.
on plementaky . and secondary
education on a .nationat level, it
mciy account for one-third of the
funding in the eery poorest
school districts.

Title I and Other Education Aid

NE4samiared:_the Offiverbess ofTitie I
....With that of'; other Federil 'and state education

programs that direct funds to places with the
lowed Income populations and) the most limited
tax beim

the

sought to deterMine which
program had the greatest effects on educational

et'spending a- the local level. .

Title old per pupil Si.. the lowest income
school districts is 5.5 times as great as. Title I "aid
per pupil in the higheit income districts. This

;incites Title I old more redistributive with respect
/ to Income than any other Federal program of

education aid to jurisdictions or than state aid
overall. Title I also provides slightly snore mane);

'its. districts with small local tax bases than to -
districts able to provide high' levels' of' local
spending, and it is thus more equalizing thair other
rederal old within States:

Finally, NIE found that Title I is supetior to
. other Federal or state funding programs in terms

. of its capacity to increase educational. spending at/
the' local leveli. rather than being used to replace

. local expenditures. A-higher Proportion of .Title I
dollari represents net additions to district aspen-.
dituree than 3s the case with -other Federal or

-. state education aid. . ..

,

At the within-district level, Title I is
focused, and the funds are not concentrated solely
on the lowest income schools.. The ore strong
pressures to increase the numbers of Schools being .
served, and a : number of proceduresiSOme of
them statutory and others embodied in regu-
lationshave greatly increased scholia' districts'

. flefilbility in.identifying schools to *Ave Title I
services!, Though each of the sourcesticif flexibility

. can be seen as desirable. itself, taken together
. they greatlyveduce the concentration of Title I

funds. .

Alternative Finding Formulas
1

NIE was: asked to consider WhetheteOr not
otheridefinitions of,poverty wouldlead to a better
rnetNbd of- allocating resources ..to the schools.
The current *mute could be revised by Raising '
the level of poverty upwards cii,by tying it fo
average family income: Today, cilamily of foOr is
considered-. poor -when it lives on on income of

$5,800. This. figure could be adjusted eo -that
;:poverty is defined as 125% or 15016 of the current

Index, or as 50% of median family income.

NIE examined the implicationsof these-and
other propotied chamjesr,for "Titlei funding. It
concluded that If Congrraised the poverty
level,' the proportion of now- identified as
poor in largd cities and in the South would declirse.
This, in turn, would mean that *these areas would
receive less Title4Suoport,

- In 19.74, some members Of the House of
Representatives expressed considerable interest in

, using data from-, achievement test scores-. to
allocate funds to States, school districts, and
schools. NIE -studied the feasibility of 'this
approach and its" probable Implications. First, it
looked at alternative .. ways ta collect achievenfent

/data. and the cost of doing so. Second, NIE tried
to estimate where funds might be distributed if.
allocations were based "on achievement scores.

NIE conducted severardernonstration pro-
jectiin which school districts were given wavers
from lie usual rules governing the allocation' of
funds to zchools. These projects allowed, NIE to
observe what might happen if districts relied on
achievement data in identifying eligible *schools
and students.

*_

NIE's research- led it to conclude that it is
not possible at present to use achievement' data to
allocate. fUnds to all States and districts.
However,' a new national testing program,. which .

%/could produce enough data for achievernent
allocations to the. States, could be ready in 3
yebri. Such a program would cost $7.2 million
over 'a ...1.year period. A testing proghann that
could be used to "allocate funds directly to each
school, district on .the basis of the number of loll
achieving children in the district would probably
cost as much os ,553 million overra 3-year period:
HoWever;the.odditionol ,expends hares 'required for,
each. State to alkicate funds to districts: on the
basis. of statewide felts would be' far less.

NIE's 'analysis indicatei-that a.change to an
ochieveMint-based allocation syltem would have
little effect on, the amounts of money received .by
egch' of the four major-census regions. However,
many States would exPerience changes in their
funding. NIE estimates that 23 States: would
experience changes of more than IS% in their'
share of funds. , dr .

The data also indicate that certain kinds, of
school . districit, such as, districts with. jorge.
numbvs of Minority students, would probably ..gain
under an achievement-based allocation system,
while nonmetropolitan areas would 'probably lose ,,
funds if achievement criteria were: substituted for



isevertYcriterie. Urban and **Urban districts. in
some areas would-be- likely to gain fund-: While
;those in other, areas. would be. likely to On
the average, cities and siburbsWould goirti but not
significantly. .

DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
. .

Thoudemoristration proje0s," in which rules
t'vrInd funds allocation ere. waived, involve

chool
w

districts Or the period 1975-78. NE
'was, interested in" learning exactly. whilt districts
might do If they were not required _to allocate

.1 funds under-the existing Titlel frainework and,
particularly, 'What would be -the *fleets ofany
decision to allocate onthe basis of achievement.

. Districts -applying for this -study gave numerous
rerans for Wonting to waive existing regulationse
Many: wanted to allocate funds ,directly to bOth.
schools and students on the basis of education gi
disadvantage because They felt that the .current
forrhula denied services to ,some low achievers.
Others. wanted: to 'continue. serying .'students no
longer eligible for;.services tinder _existing rules
because desegregation programs hod. altered
attendance patterns. Still others wished to
eliminate the stigmo- of Title 1 as a program for
poor Cfr.minority Stucients.,

..
Findings from the "demonstration program

have led ME to conclude that most dlitricts could
use. achievement scores to allocate fundi without_
facing any. rriaior technical problems. the change
to achievement criteria, combined' with more
restrictive student eligibility criterid in many
schools, ertoRed participating districts to select
low-achieving children (Koos directly than they
hod !previously. During the.. dernonstcation, the
proportion of poor children in The Title!' popu-
lation decreased, while the proportion of low-

. achieving child(lin increased. The. percentage of
Minority children among Title 1 pupils remained
about the same.

For )$e most part, districts receiving
iiicdveri served more children, although they spent
less per child. This 'meant an increase in the
abiOlute numbers of 'poor and minorit children
serval as well as in the number of low-ochieving
Children. the increase; in numbers t. of children'
served Was Substantial;ifor all groups but most
dramatic far. the low - achieving group.

. However,. in, order to serve additiorial chil-
dren, the demonstration:districts slightly reduced -

the intensity of services. provided for eochchild.
Although children In these districts spent less
time in Compensatory instruction than they hod
before,- districts did not make fundamental
changes' in their Approach: to compensatory In-

Struction. The nature of Titieservices--thesize
of fife.instructional group andThe qualifications of

:the teaching staffwas not altered. - .* s'

Baled on the research findings, it is. clear.
that eich &Strict halo model ef-The '!oppropriatim

lfructure of .a compensOtoty prograin and resisted
downgrading this model by, for example, .sub-
stantially increasing, group size Or ("hiring less
expensive staff. In many cases, dit;ricts' used
fund% fain sources other than the basic Title 1 .

grant in order to -maintain The quality of -their
program. It is likely that these additional funds
would not be available over,an extended period of
time. Therefore, if districts continued to serve

-increased numbers of -Title-1 studentiler a riurnber...
of years, the reduction in intensity of services
would probdbiy be greater than that observed in
the demonstration distadts., -

SERVICES PROVIDED BY, TITLE I FUNDING.

Services to Students

Because very little detailed information was
avalitlebri the nature of the . services being
prcnii&aby Title 'I funds, NE conducted a large-
scale National_SurVey of Compensatory Education.
The results showed that 9 out of 10 school
districts receive Title I funds. These funds are
used mostly in elementary grades and provide-
compensatory education services to 20% of the
Nation's-elementary School students, :.eir 6 'Million
children: Three-fourths of the. funds ore used to
provide Instructional . Title I programs
today focus on instruction to a far greater degree
than in the early days at compensatory 'education.
School district personnel have told NE that they
believe this strong emphasis an basic skills, which
is encouraged by Federal officials, is appropriate.

Title I regulations:are flexible enough to
permit districts to fond .noninstructional 'services,
and some local districts feel the need Jor ceni-
pensatory education. programs ,that can provide
medical care, counseling, and food. Most districts
use less than 5% of their Title I funds for such
services. The only nonins.tructional services to
receive a-growing shore of Title I funds are_ these
activities' related to the Parent Advisory Councils
(PACs), through which parents help shape and plan
Title ! programs.

The ME survey demonstrated that -Title !-
provides important services that,represent real
additions to the level. Of educational expenditures
indiatricts receiving fun& 'Districts' might have
used Title 1 furicki to pay for services that they
would have provided 'even without Title 1. .*Since.
they have not done so, it seems that the require-
ments imposed by Title I on the schools' use of

viii 7
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funds have been effective in ensuring that sup-
plementary services really are provided.

Types of Services
, .

examining how Title-1 adds to the educo-
tiers of participating children, NIE researchers
collected information on class size, time spent in
instruction, teacher qualifications, and the degree
to which compensatory education instruction is
Individualized. --While the ME investigation
covered 'only a linitted number of districts, the
results were encouraging in all: four of. these,
areas:

1. Classsfies were small, averaging
9-s1urients. in comPensotorY regd-

ing and 12. students' in mathe-
matics and language arts. In
contrast, the regular classes
attended by Title I. students hod
on average clots size of 27.

2. Compenktory education stu-
dents spent an average at 5.!
hours per week in special
instruction. Time spent' in com-
pensatory reading instruction
averaged 29% of the total in-
structional tiine.' Fpr language
arts -and mathernati6s, the equi-

:valent figures were 22% and
27%, respectively.

3. Teachers giving compensatory
instruction to students often hod
special training. For example,
67% of the professional teachers
hod graduate training beyond a
bachelor's degree, and 62%
sprcialized in one subject.

4. Many school districts attempted
to individualize- their instruction,
although few offered instruction
that could be considered indi-
vidualized . in all respects.
Teachers' aidei played an impor-
tant role in Title .I programs and
were used to help schools provide
more individtialized attention to

\children.
More 'than half the

aides employed nationwide are
paid Worn Title I funds.

Title 1 programs seem to be deiignedjn ways
that con help students achieve more in school.
Title I students usually spend more time in basic
skills instruction than do classmates who are not
In comPensatory programs. Also,, they are taught
In smaller groups, often by specially trained staff.

On the other hohd, the autality and intensity of
Title 1 services ale not unifOrmty .,high in the
14,000 school districts receiving -eprhpensotory
funds. Id some districts, compensatory education .

students, receive less reading instruction than do-
non-:rifle I students., Moreover, in some districts; ..
thefe is little evidence of 'Clear planning or
specific instructional goals. The absence of such
planning -tends to leisen Title l's effectiveness in
helping children to learn.

-Extent of Services.

NIE foUnd tbtst even in school districti with
well-designed and carefully managed programs,

. many eligible children remain unserved. The
national survey found that only 66% of the
children determined eligible by school districts
receive servicest If the Congress does not fund
Title I at its full authorized level, each district's
annual, entitlement- Is reduced occording to a
complex formula. Lower appropriations affect
the number of students served.

Because of this limitedfunding, most school
distriits can: serve only children who score far
beloii the SOth percentile in achievemert. Stu-,
dents whose performance is just below overage
and who might achieve at average or above-
overage levels if they received- special services
-usually are not included. Similarly, retaining
children- in the program after they begin to make
achievement gains is often impossible 'because
there are children with greater needs awaiting
services.

These. problems are particularly, severe in .

districts with the highest concentrations of poor
children. Although these districts receive larger
Title I giants than do more affluent districts, they
generally receive less money for each poor child
because they are in States with low overage

. expenditures and lower allocations. These dis-
tricts con serve only a very limited proportion of
their low- achieving-students.

Finally, less than 1% of all high school
students ,receive Title I services, although the
prograin was designed for both elementary and
secondary students. Relatively few- private schoOl
students receive Title I services, and those 1111.1%
dents receive considorably less time in instruction
than do public school students.

EFFECTS'OtiSTUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
(

ix

In the post there has been little evidence
that compensatory education programs hove hod
any effect on student development. However,
NIE's findings demonstrate that compensatory



iitruction can heie 'a considerable'effect on
,learning.

.111E examined the relative effectiveness of
different' instructional techniques irrcorder to

. Identify promising approaches and to estimate the
potential of compensatory education if funds were
used well. The ME instructional -Dimensions
Study (IDS) focused especially or: individualized

'',-techniquesi,the amount of time students spent in
instruction, and tivtiether instruction mann. in
the studerrs regular. class_ or, in a "pullout"
setting. So that the "results of , dfferent
approoches could be compared, the programs
selected for study varied considerably in these
respects.

The preliminary results of the study showed
no, dramatic flifference,i. among vario0s instruc-..
-tional methods, although they indicated that 1st
graders did better when taught in theii own
classrooms and confirmed the importance of time

it in instructionand-on specific learning tasks.
roll, the results showedthat the children mode

significoni achievement gains. For example, 1st
graders. IA the sample mode averoge gains of 12
months in reading and I I months in mathematics
during the 7 -month period between fall and airing
testing, a gain equivalent to a t2- and 'IS -point

.rise in their percentile scores. Third graders
gained 8 months.in reading and 12 in mathematics,
a percentile gain of 7 and 15 points. These gains
are considerably greater than those found in
previods evaluations, which have tended to find at
best a month-per-month gain. .IDS results suggest
that compensatory instruction con meet with
signi ficant success.
.

However NIE cannot conclude *at all
compensatory education students are gaining as
Moab as those who participCited in the instruc-
tionoi Dimensions Study. The classrooms in that
sl'udy were not a random sample, but were
selected for their instructional. characteristics.
Although the programs were operating in a cross-
section Of school districts, they were probably
better implemented and more, stable than.averoge
Title Programs-

In general, NIE's findings do not show that
rine I instruction is effective everywhere or that
post problems with the quality 'and stability of
instructional services have been solved. Btit /the
',lulls do indicate that school distridts con create
the Conditions necessary to make compensatory
Instructional services effective.-

.

ADMINISTRATION OF TITLE I

To understand' how Title I. is managed by
Federal, state, and local administrators,; N1E

x

,
investigated both the administrative' and legal
framework- of- the program. Mcnageperit of Title
I Is complex because it -involves three layers of
government: Federal, state, and local. While the
Federal Government 'exercises leadership in carry-
ing-04st a program legislated by the Cangresi, the
principal. resporr.ibilities 'for ensuring that
Congreisfanallntentions are met reside with the
States and the distritts. NIE researchers looked
at how this process' was affected by the legal
frame fork of Title I and by different management

proctices.

Federal Requirements
.,

Much of the legal framework is concerned
with requirements aoverning the use of Federal
funds at the local level. Program development
requirements are designed to ensure that districts
provide high-quality services to -participating
3 tudents.-.

ME sought to determine whether the legal
framework governing the use' of Title I funds was
consistent, necessary, and clear. In general, it
concluded that:

I. The legal framework is con-
sistent. The framework includes
the statute passed by the Con-
gress, the regulations prepared
by the US. Office of Education
40E4 and letters of advice sent
by OE to States bnd school disr
triets. In general, neither the
regulations nor the letters of
advice conflict, with the statute.
or with each other.,

2. The funds allocation require-
ments appear necessary if fhe
Congressional goal of providing
special services to educationally
disodvantoged children is to be
met. These requirements ore
designed to restrict the ways in
which school districts may use
funds to ensure that the funds
are allocated to schools in the
poorest areas "and used to supple-
ment, not replace, local expen-
ditures. The regulations assist
districts in resisting .pressure to
use Title I funds for general edu-
cation or for tax relief.

3. The program development
requirements are not nesessary
in the some sense, because dis-
tricts have no incentives to
deliver poor services. Howevert



program detielopment
;--Tments,:do .pravIde. a 'Model for

district, piarxwtnq. They 'are: piso.
fieldble., enough to-enable *hoof.
,distripts to" deveicp, dif-
ferent .progrants.-: to - meet. the
needy -Imkocationally Ira=
-.advantaged children -in; their
community.

The legal ftwneworic is not, how-
ever, as clear :as it could be.
State and: local officials' look to
the 1-af.frarnework for guidance
in resolving technical and odrain--

. istrative afflaties. Since the
language of the frarneworie is not
always clear,. some -confusion
exists abbut the exact inter-
pret.ation of specific require-
ments. .Thislack of clarity has
serious. consequences, because
Title- I coordinators- ./sybo
misunderstand! the 'legal frame--
work- are likelyeither to violate
Its

.d
requirements: or to -.adopt.

unduly restrictive policies. For
example, some. States and'
t ricts have planned their Oro-

. grams more-cooservatively than
the law or. the regulations

. require in order to avoid being
charged with vio lations during
program audits. In some areas
the provision of spatial services
In the classroom Is 'for-,
bidden and students' are pulled
out of clam far . their corn-
pensato0 instruction, but Title 1
does not require or .enCourage,
either "pullout" or "In-class" pro-

.
.

. S. In generai, Federal management
appears to. be fundamentally
sound, and the efforts of the

-ypePortment of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare (1- EW) to see
that regulations are observed pre
appropriate. These efforts coo,:
list of program review visits
each rear- by OE officials to a
few districts 0nd:fiscal audits by
FEW auditors...in a few 'others.
The results of these site visits
and audits can provide guidance
even to districts that Ore not
visited. This System does not
require a-- --m-assive Federal.
enforcement effort, nor does it
place heavy burdens on the

O

States or the districts. Semi.
technical prablems do rernairri
for the most part,-- these involve
the- procedural required to
decide whether services are
unambiguously "supplententary."

6. Title I odrniniltration is proGably
better now than it has been at
any Hine-since, the program was
enacted in 1965. Congressional
action in 1970 . and subseqbent
redrafting of regulations have
made. the legal framework for
more specific with ?egad to' the
use of hmds. This has obviously

". benefited those children the pro-
gram is - intended to serve. For
example, early evaluations
pointed out that 'children in
target populations were not
consistently given special, or

-additional, services. Today,
most local officials know they
cannot use Title. I. money as '
general aid.

Role of the States
.

States must attend to many management
details if they. are to ensure that Title r works as
the Congress intended. First, the state Depart:-
ment of Education must "approve the applications
for Title I assistance sent by local districts. This
process reqUires that state education odrnini-
stratora carefully feview. each district's applica.
floe and ensure that it complies with the legal
fromewcirk.as 'established by the Federal Govern-
ment and interpreted and auginentecLby the State.
After applications are approved, the State dis-
tributes -Title I funds to the school districts.
During the school year, the State provides the
districts- with technical assistance in designing a
program, monitors. the districts' activities, and
enforces Compliance. Because state. Title. I -
personnel have the authority . to take- action if,
guidelines are being violated, the States playa .

key role in making Title I programs work in local
scHool districts.. .

In studying how States adMinister Title I,
NIE learned that state practice; vary gre,atIr-;
The States differ not only in the- ways they
communicate informatiore to the cRstricts, but also
in the ways they provide technical assistance and
monitor and enforce compliance.- The NIE study
foimd two major reasons for these differences.

First, many States.are unclear about their
exact responsibilities' and authority in several-
areas, particularly those related to .auditing and

xi



penatiking district; by 'withholding money.. This
reflects the fact that the legal framework of the
program is often unclear and underlines the need
fg improvement in thii area,. Second, state
resource3 available to administer Title ! vary, as
do decisions about'the best use of thOSe resources '
For example, while some States use most of their.__.
administrative money for staff, others use sub---
stantial amounts to pay. for consultants -or to
cover indirect costs such as bookkeeping and
computer time. NIE research suggesti that StPtes
using g srha Iler porticn.of their Title 1 administra-
tive money for staff were generally less active
and less effective in dealing with some of the
difficulties encountered by local school districts.

9
STATE COMPENSATORY EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

The final issue NIE examined was the rela-s
tionship-of Title I compensatory education pro-
gram; to those designed and funded by the States.
Almost a third of the States have such programs;
they provide a signifietrit level of additional
funding for compensatory education services.

In general, state programs follow the pat-
tern of Title I, although some alternative funding
patterns have been developed. These programs
target funds to the some types of pupils and
provide the some types of services as does Title I.
Additionally, when States try to -guarantee that
funds ale used for supplementary- services rattier
than-for general aid or tax relief, they rely on a

' systeM of mopitoring and sanctions similar to
Title I. Tovimplement their system, most States
also depend on staff funded from the Title I
administrative setzaside.

. State programs do not offer a better way of
guaranteeing the supplementary services man-
dgted by Title). While some of the technical
featukes might be desirable in the Federal pro-
gram, the state- programs do not suggest models
for ilindamental changes in Title 1.'

Because the Education Amendments of 1974
(Public Law 93:380) permitted the waivers of
comparability requirements for state compen-
satory education programs, most (States do not
perceive serious tensions between state . and
Federal requirements. Instead, some/state coordi-
nators find Title I useful as a model and as a
source of help in protecting state compensatory
funds from use as general aid.

- In general, state programs provide, services
that complerfrt and augmen1 Title I programs.
Their, contyikred ,growth is not . assured, since
.compensato6 education programs must compete
with other claims, for state and local funds.
States -that' have established their own comperi-
satonk education programs generally can call on

-`greater financial resources than those that have
not. Wittcout Federal legislative action to provide
incentives, it is unlikely that many more States
will initiate major -coinpen,satory educlition pro-
grams.

SUMMARY

. NIE research suggests that Title I has suc-
ceeded in meeting its several goals. First, with
regard to funds allocation, the allocation system
appears to work as was intended to the county and
even to the school district level. In addition,
Title I fubds are more 'redistributive with respect
to income than any other Federal program of
education aid,to jurisdictions or than state aid
overall.

Second, it appears that Title I fundi!are used
to provide real additions to the. educational
services provided to piirticipating children. Title I

.programs,prcr/isle services that are special in four
ways: clasi sizes are smallcompensatory educa-
tion students receive additional time in instruc-
flan; compensatory education teachers are often

. highly qualified; and many . school' districts
attempt to individualize their instruction.

Third, students have been found to make
_ large achievement' gains in Title I programs. In
well - planned, stable programs specially selected
for their instructional characteristics and setting
features, iwressive gains were found in reading
and matheMics., -

Finally, analyses of the legal framework and
administration of the program showed that
although there are some shortcomings, the -
Federal Government's approach to the manage-
Ment of the program is fundamentally sound.
Moreover state and local educators told NIE
re%earchers that Title 1 has helped reverse a
historical pattern of American education and has
encouraged states and local districts to commit
their. own resources to previously neglected poor
and disadvantaged students. The program has
helped States to redefine their priorities and
elevated the importance accorded to tichieving-
equal eduaitional opportunity for every child. -
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CHAPTER L RESEARCH ON
Furips ALLOCATION

t
CENSUS TABULATION POVERTY
STATISTICS

The tabulations developed for this project
were ellened by tip National Institute of Educa-
tion (PIE) to provide estimates from the 1970
cansu;# of the poverty population, using 12 alterna-.
five definitions. The data were prepared for oil
counties and available school districts in the
United States. M addition, other selected charac-
teristics. were prevented for the total population
of each area

Method

The tabulation set was prepared from the -
20% 'sample basic' records from the 1970 Census of
Population and Housing., The Spanish-heritoge
data were based nn o 15% sample. .

For each geographic area and for each of
fax race/ethnic categpriestotol, white, black,
and' Sponish--estimates of poverty populations
,wore Bret clevekped *using the SSA (Orshansky)
index, which provides a rang* of income cutoffs
adjuited by such factors as and
sex of family hood, n

famil y
umber of children

size,
unageder 18

years old, and farm or nonfarm 'residence. This
index was then modified by multiplying each of
the cutoffs tiny 7516.12516, 15096, 175%, and 200%,
reopectivelyt and estimates again leer* developed.
She additional estimates were prepared, each using
a different series. of cutoffs' adjusted only for
family size' and type. Qpe index was based an 50%
of then meet,: income; another used
weighted averagelhreshold values. The remaining
four estimates used a series of SSA threshold*
identified as (1) the Economy Plan,' (2) the Thrifty

.Plan, (3) the Low Cost Plan, and (4) the Condensed
Family Sisk

/Data from this 094 are baing Plaaaa in an
active. A descrIbtian of the archive project
may be found an p. 55.

These estimates were prepared for each
county in the U.S. and for each school district
identified In the National Center for Education
Statistics (LACES) "Fifth Count" tabulations. This
school district universe consisted of those dis-
fticts with over 300 enrollment and an estimated
1970 census population of 1,000 persans or more.
The census area/school district identification used
a reference file developed in conjunction with

-NCES, Canyon . Research Inc., and the Census'
Bureau.

Finding*

These tabulations were '''crialyzed in-house,
and contributed- to Chapters H, Ill, and VI of the
repoEt listed below.

Report

Notional Institute of Education. 'Title I Funds
Allocation: The Current Formula. Wasliing-
ton, D.C.: NationaLinstihrte of Education,
U.S.:Department of Health, E Motion, and
Welfare. September 30, 1977. ,

Contractor: U.S. Department of Comm erce
Bureal4 of the Census
Wcohington, D.C. 20233

ALTERNATE GRANT STRUCTURES FOR TITLE I
ASSISTANCE .

The purpose of thiibroject waste develop a
computer simulatjon model of the aggregate and
distributional effects of alternative grant struc-
tures for Elementary and Secondigy Education
Act of I (ESEA) Title I assistance':

Method

A variety' of data sets 'were collected. and
used as the raw material for econometric estimo-.
tion of the impact:itf block and matching grants
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on local government spending. Estimates of
aggregate spending '-4;r:d -spending for individual
educational inputs wise prepared. . .

t .

At the some j t p .cornputer simulation
model copaple of kiting alternative . grant
systems Into eagiendit s and aid was developed;
This wed the ELSEGF5 data on school district
Income and . expend:Ise merged with cenAis
demographic and income data. Results of the
econometric estimotion were then incorporated
into the model. \
F indinas

The
\

e econometric alysis found substantial.
sensitivity of local educatai spending to Title I
aid. Because of the dif ential nature of this
type of block 'grant, t Title I aid is more
powerful in stimulating spending than would
be evected of the trodit block grant. The

. estimates indicated that -be 50 tents and I
dollar .of each Title I aid dollar is added to local
educational spending. I

The matching aid usei$ in several state
programs is also on effective stimulus, with an
estimated price elasticity of ;nearly one. This
implies that a dollar of matching aid odds nearly a
dolor to local spending. \

.
Other final ggs included bvidence on the

stimulative effecfi of aid an particular expendi-
ture categories and . the influence of other
variables on spending pattern!

Became of the interest 'in distributing old on
the basis of low achievement as an alternative to
low income, pat of this study focused on develop-
ing the *predicted tichievemenr method. With
this method, old is distributed according to. statis-
tically predicted achievement ratite! than actual
achiever:Ian,. This avoids the problem of dis-
torted ineentives for low test results.

These, empirical 'studies were combined into
the simulation model. The report oh that research
(item 3 in the wog section) shows results of these
sirnylations on aggregate spending and on spending
by income and achievement status. ..

is

Feldstein, Martin. "Distributing Federal Educo-
fiery Aid to Low Achievement Pupils: The
Predicted Achievement Method." in M.
Guttentrog led.), Evaluative Studied Faview
AmUce, Vol. 2, 1977.

Feldstein, Martin. The Effect of a Differential
Add-on Grant: Title I and Local Educational

2

Spending. 3ournal of Humor Resources.
Forthcoming..

Feldstein, Martin, land Bernard Friedmbn. The
Expenditure Effects of AlternatTre

srooted.aches to Compensatory F.ducation.

Feldstein, Martin, and Daniel Frsch: Local
Government Budgeting: The Econometric
Comparison of Politkal or,1 Bureaucratic
Maids. Undated.

Wise, David. Prediction of Test Scores:
California. December 1976.

Wise, David. Weal Block Grants and School
District ture in California. April

Controctnr: Mart in Feldstein
1731 Cambridge Street, Roorn.403
Cambridge, Massachusetts. 02138

ANALYSIS OF TITLE I ALLOCATION AND
SELECTED ALTERNATIVES

. .

*rice to this research, available data on
Title I allocations consisted of the total amount
received by each State and county. This project
performed cmalyses tot

I. Describe the (mounts received
by places classified in a number
of ways

2. Atialyze the "impact of the ele-
ments of the Title I formula on
the allocative patterns generated
by the formula

3. Contrast the current 'formula
with a number of alternatives

Method

The project involved the application of two
software packages. to a specially constructed data
base. The. data bin included, for all counties and
for over 11,000 school districts* counts, of
children 5-17 years old, from the 1970 census,
*hoee families were poor in 1969 by the official
poverty definition; analogous counts for a number-
of alternative poverty definitions; other tabulo-
tions from the 1970 census; and Title I program
and funding data.

These data were analyzed in-house using the

1,;



Federal Education Finance §FEF) model, devel-
% aped for the Congressional Research Service

(CRS) and expanded for NIE by TEAM Associates.
The model permits the simulation of 'a wide raige,
of fermulas for Title 1 and creates files that con'
be dnalyzed by using the Statistical Package for
the Soul Sciences (SPSS).

Among the simulations performed were:

I. S. 1mulations of the current form-
ula, substituting alternative pov-
erty, definitions for the current
Orshaosky definition, which
applies' o particular poverty
standard to families in each of
124 different categories

2. Simulations of the currant
rnula, with purticulor elements

. either omitted or weighted dif-
- - lerent ly

'The current Title I allocation, and these
allocations, were studied in terms of

funds dstributeds

I. Ta census regions and divisions-

2. To metropolitan and nonrnetro-
politon areas

3. To forge cities, other cities. and
rural areas

4. To counties and districts classi-
fied by rates of poverty'

5. To counties classified by rates of
Title I eligibility and by the per-
centoge of children who are
block or Hispanic

Finding

The Current Formula

1. The Title I formula clearly cc-
ccoislishes the purposes intended
by the framers of the statute.
As the number of formulo-
eligible children in a county in--
creases, the average Title I allo-
cation to the county rises.

:consistently.

2. The largest- piaportion of Title I
money is, directed to the two
kinds of places wifti most
formula-eligible chile en:
central cities and rur sections
outside metropolitan areas.

Sout4in States, which contain
the lOrgest proportions of/chil-
dren ; counted as eligible under
the formula, receive the largest
PF6Portion of Title I funds,
followed by the Northeast,
North-Central, and Western re-
gions.

4. Due "to their,,, very high concen-
trations of 'Iow-income children,
Southern counties receive more
money for eoch school-aged child
than do counties in other regions.
The correlation between the
Title I allocotion.per school-aged
child and the percentage of for-
mula-eligible children is ex-
tremely high-:-0.93.

S. The average amount for each
formula-eligible child' at' the
county/ level reflects the overage
expenditures of the States in
which the counties are located.-
Urban and Northeastern counties
receive the most money for each
formulo-eligible child; rural and
Southern counties receive the
least.

6. The allocation per formula child
is relativply low -for counties'
that contain high , - ,ions of
eligible children. .3eCOUSC
the Southern States. v.,.ch have
the lowest educational expendi-
tures, also contain most of the
districts that have heavy c
trot ions of low-income ch,'dren.

7. The principol effect of formula
elements other than poverty
counts is to direct funding to the
populous -States of the North and
West, especially- to the large
cities in these States.

Formula Alternatives

.16

Raising the, poverty standard
would reduce the share of the
allocation going to Southern

. States and to large cities
elsewhere iti the country.

Cost-of-living 'adjustments in the
Poverty standard are not
generally considered feasible at
the present time. If mode. they
litiould reduce the shore of
funding going to the South.



Report

A

. Updip poverty counts using
the"&evw At 'Income and Educa-
tion (1976), would also reduce/the
shag' of :funding going to the .

South land to nonmetropolitan
\-dpeal in general.

°

Nation:1i institute of Education. Title 1 Funds
. The CuryentF171rmu a.
-Washington, Dt4 The Notional Institute of
Education, US: Deportment of Healfit, Edu-
cation, and Welfare.- September 30, 1977.

RESEARCH' ON THE EFFECTS OF
. DEMONSTRATION COMPENSATORY EDUCA-

TION PROJECTS'

The.tlemonstration Compensatory Education
Study. isa 3-year project an the effects of changes
in the .procedures by which ESEA Title 1 funds are
allocated at the intros istrict level. Thirteen local

, educational ogericies (LEAs) are currently partici-
.... patkv in the dennonstion.3 During 1975-76,

the OarvOng year, thasf districts conducted their
Title! programs under current Title 1 guidelines;
i.e., ligibility of schools far Title 1 services was
determined on the basis of poverty criteria, While
eligibility of, students was determined on the basis
of ,-educqtionot need. For 1976-77- and 1977-78,
the implementation yea% certain aspects of the
Federal guidelines were waived, thus' permitting
the LEAs to use imal need rcrther than
economic need as the for distribOting Title 1
services to schools. waivers also isilowed the
districts to depart from existing formulas

. governing the "targets of funds, especially rules.
the degree, -o concentration of Title 1

2Dakl tram thi);" Il.tadt' ars being Placed la
archive. A
'may be found an

3The 13 school

!Atka of the archive project

..-
let are: Adams County #12,

Colorado 'Alum Rack, Cantor:4w Berkeley
rginia; Boston, Moniestweetts;

Chorlok ..North Caron:ice Havban County,
west Virginia{ Houston, Tacos; Mesa, Arizattai
Newport,-Rhode bland

irist
; Rock* Wbconsint Santo

Fe, Niro -Madcos-Wan-Salern, North Carolina! ,
and Yonkers, New York.

eligible students required to make
eligible for grants under Title I."

The research portion of the demongftration
study is being conducted by 'Abt Associates,' Inc.
The. primary research questions being addressed
area . ;

1. What changes in Title 1" alloco-
tion ppoolicy are mode by eoch of
the demonstration districts under
the 'waiver of Federal
regulations?

2. What effects do changes- In
Title 1. allocation policy have on ,

the characteristics of students
served by Title 1 within the

districts?
' .

3. What effect: do
Title I allocation policy 1 s on
the instructional and support
services experienced by students
of different types 4ithih the
demonstration dstrIcts?

4. What effects do in
Title! allocation policy on
the organization Ockni tro-
tion of compensatory ams
and the instructional
delivered within the dernans
Hon districts?

What js' the reaction of par is
to changes in Title 1 ollocati
policy within the dernonstrati
districts? ,

.
6. What are the.. costs Ossoclat

with changes in Title .1 ailocati
policy?

In' addition to these primary research
tiros, several other questions have also
considered. These include the demaAraphic
bureaucratic characteristics of the demonstrat
districts, as well as the events surrounding .t
application for participatigp and the devel
of the districts' demonstraltan, plan. ,

Method

Both qualitative and quantitative methods
have been employed to address the basic research .

Plan, ComL:eneatory Education Stud* i
ngton, D.C.: The National Institute of

Education, Department of Health, Education, and'
Welfare. December 16, 1974, p. 37.
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questions...Qualitative data are obtained primarily
through seMistructured on -site Interviews with-

. key . cianinistrcitors, progran drectors, and
parents.. Quarititaticedures are described
more,fully below.

Sample. he.somple was designed to include
three types of. schools based on the presence or
.absence of..Titie l'Oeams. In the b4seline (1975-
76) and implernenfiat (1976-77 and 1977-78)
years. Once schools were randomly selected by
school. type, .all 3d- and 4th-grade ?;lassrooms
within these schools were included the.somple.
Two students (one Titlel and one nar37itle I, if
possible) were randonkly selected from these
eau:aims.

Because the research called lot information
on the rewlar and, if appropriate, Title .I instruc-
tion in reading and mathematics delivered to
these students, approximately 2,200 teachers and
900 instructional specialists' who provided this
instruction were inclUded in the sample. Because
the research called for information on the organi-
zation of the districts' schools, the services they'
provide, and the students they serve, all principals
(approximately 600) in tkeslistricts were asked to
participate in the study.. Finally, since the
research required information about parent-
involvenient in and reaction to the demonstration,
selected parents and Title I Parent Advisory
Council (PAC) hiernbers. (approximately 1,800)
were alio asked to participate.' ,

In'tturnentotion. 'The primary means of
collecting inlormotion were self- administered
quesitfonnnires ad'face-too-face interview3.

Anal is Procedu- res, The. major question.
Oddre the quantitative analyses was
whether or not characteristics of or-,services
received by Title 1 students changed. over the first

. 2 years of the study (and,by extension, over. the
fhird. yearsas well). The general approach taken

. was to perform analysis of variance -type, Methods
within each district, comparing the mean .charac-
teristics ar experiences of Title I students prior to
'Implementation and during. the first' (or second)
implernentotion year. 'The strongest evidence of a' .

change resulting from the demonstration was
considered to be an observed change. for Title
students over the 2 years, accompanied by 'little

-Tor ,no, change in services for non -Title I Students.'
More generally, however, any evidence of differ-
anticl change was considered to be indicative of a
demonstration-related erect.

A F

Allocation Policy Changes. All but one of

5These numberi are based on response rates for

.-the 1975-76 school, year.

the ristrict
elected to
method of
all 13 di
school/
The 12
ischool
ways:

Iid1;dernoitstrOtion ojeets I /
if t fir the standaid y

ielecii Title4 /sthools. i old tion,
ricts 'to exatind. the c,Friber of
ar students ireCelviingTit 4 servites. :

jstric,ts that ; elected to, hedge their
lection procedures did 50 i 0 'WI icy
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I Six districts chose to ,target lbw-
achieving siuden directly
regardless of he chools they
attended and, to serve all
elementary sc These are
referred to as "d ect allocation"

'districts.

Two districti,..chnse to rank
schoOls based 4x,'i the proportion

. of students with low reading test
scores and to target schools

; below a. certain' cutoff
These are referred to as
"achievement allocation" dis-
tricts._

. . Two J.,dstricts retained the
*

standard practice: f selecting
school based on -the proportion
of students from 'poor families,
while adding ithools based on the
proportion. of students who were
low achieving. ".
Finally; two districts selected all
or almost all students in soraft

isChoOls.;,a)d .only, those with loW
test scores in others.

AllirtlistrIcti except one elected to increase
the riumber .of elementary schools served in 1976-
77. This was particularly true of the_ direct
allocatian districts (i.e.,. those serving low-
achieving .students in all -elementary schools),
where the proportional increase in schPols served
ringed from' 20% to 433%.,;.'In the two districts

achievement for poverty criteri the
proportional increases were 16% and 85%, re
substOutproportional

and
tively. except one of the .remaining
districts, the proportional changes were relatively
small, ranging from 0% to 14%.
i

/AO but, two distriCts increased the number
elementary students actually served by Title I.

Onto again, the most dramatic increases occurred
in. the direct allocation districts, "where the
propertionotincreases ranged from 29% to 240%.

Student Charatteristics. 13ecouse most of
the districts chive to?extend their Title I services
/to more students)- the- absolmie numbers of low-
achieving, poor; and minority students increased
during the first year of irnplernentotion. Thus,
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cover of these ',disadvantaged ',Grips - did
reale. On the Other. hand,' there. were, abb.

Increases' in the abioltite numbers . of nOndis-
.radircintaged 'students serv.ed as well. 'Thus,. 'the
Spelictivity,OV:the Title! ,population, . he., the
PrePortion . of "Title t stUdents who.- were
disadvantaged,. -' did not necessarily increase.,
-Changes in selectivity were not uniform fur

,., different fypeis Of disciavantoge- or for different
distrkts.

. Averaging across 111 districts, there was a
siistit increase le the proportion of Title I students.
who were low achieving, where low achieving was
defined as reading For more Years below grade,

, In .1 975-76, the- average ,was 65%; in 1976-
77,, it ..was 69%. On the Other hand, there was a

poor student* serired by Tiff In fact, .when-
fairly consistent decrease pct.:portion of

poverty was defined as partial ting in al free or
rooked-price lunch program, decreases were
found in 9 of *11.13 districts: The third student
characteristic-examined was. race. Analyses of
,race data were. concerned iiith changes' in the
minority group membership of Title I students,
defined ,as all other races, beskes white. No
statistically 'Important or decreases
were found in these rod.' acteristics.

In suriwnary, these fi ngs indicate that the-
allocation policy options ed by these dit-
tricts 'resulted In small changes in the
'terisiki of the students seirved., .A

iscrnss districts dictexist, generally the
proportion or 'soar students decreased slightly and
the proPartrow of minority students remained
;Iv:hanged,

'Student Experiences, Changes in the
-services received by Title! students Were-
generally similar across the I3 denionsirctian
districts and can be summarized at follow/sr.

,
I.

'
'There was generally a small
decrease in the amount of time
during which Title I students -
received compensatory language

. arts instruction.

There was generally a larger
increase in the amount of time
during which Title I students
received /regular. lairgliage arts
Instruction.

3. Overall; iherefore, Title
students gained a small _amount
Of time in Mid- language :arts

. instruction (compensatory plus
regular). -

4. The character of Title I language
arts instrUkionthe size of _the
instructional .group and .the types.
of instructor --did not .change'.
substantially as a result of The

.

. The time lost in Compensatory
arts instruction (14%)

was relatively small comPpred
with the number of additional
students served (11%).

. . .

Costs. Since participation in the dernorittni
Non study not affect the ilia of 'flies Title I

the
,

grants received by tne I restricts, it was assumed
that allo\-atica 'changes would be Mode within the
constraints o4 previous expenditure levels.
Districts did Increase their Title I. eXpendihrres at.
the eleMentary level, however, to accommodate
Pregreel4Tahlitck

st!
}

Findings Insi on a prel inary.onalysis of
resources used to Jppor ;pension moy be
summarized as fqllowss

. . .

1. On de average., the 12 districts
for. whi, data (ire available
1 , the tota3 amount of

. el cry, instructional services
ed by 72% during the first

impl attain year (1976-77).

2. Approximate half of this
increase in rViCeS was* 'sup--
ported by an ncrepse in Title I
expenditures -for elenientary r
instruction, which averaged .36%
acmes the districts.:

3. Of the eight districts which
incnsased Title lxperiditures for
elementary instruction, 'three did
'so primarily by depleting the
amount of funds carried over_
into the succeeding over. Two
.did so primarily bredbtribOting
resources within! the Title I ,pro-
grarn.. Finally, 'three utilized a
combinoticri of Methods, includ-
ing use of increased Title I alio.
cations, ee of carryover funds,
and/or. . redistribution. of
resources.

4. . In all, carryover funds were used
to increase Title I expenditures
for einweltery 'instruction in six
districts. fn four of .these, the
rate of carryover depletion in
1976-7?, was high, making l6ng-

9
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Ion of .the
I: of elerrientary.

services.. preblet

othrfr factorkeontri--
build t ..increose elernenI.
tory trtictionar. sdirVices:
(I) . in .prOgrcin. chari&..°

. teristies tand -.(2) use of non-
. Titl! resources. Increased staff.

utilitafion. -war . the) most : fre-
qUently adopted prograinmatic
change," accounting for an

.. increase in. services lh hour diO;
tricts? :..Utir of ,on -Title I staff
was a.... contributing factor in
three; districts.
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ICATION OF FEDERAL EDUCATION
War MODEL -440- CONSTRUCTION OF

DATA BASE

Purpose

,

P12w±e

One important component of the
satory Educational. Study was an, assessment of the.
distribtitional impact of alternative Title 1 allow.
gat" formulas. This project .."developed.. the
simulation model and data for the Federal Educa-
tion Finance, (FEF) Model Version 2.0 used by the
Compensitory Education staff to perform this
distributional analysis.

Method. .

This project had three phases.

Phase I developed specjfications -for the
,

, simulation model and data system. This *IMO..
.tion model is a revised version of the FEF model 4.

designed and built in late 1973 to specifications.of
the Congrissiorsal Research ServicCICRS) of the

6Dota from this study are being plaCed in. an
archive. A. descriptiOn of the archive project
May be found on p. 55;



Library of ess. That computer model
permitted the CRS Education -and Public Welfare
staff to define flic Federal 'aid to" education bills
in a format acceptable .to tt-.e model. The model .

-could then calculate the entitlements and atioca-
.tions or each county' or district and report those
entitlements and allocations and °anions:11 de-
scriptive statistics.'

The revised model developed for the Corn-
tory Education Study hod two Major oddi-

feattness the model simulates multipart
,for las, such as the one now used to allocate
Title funds, and the model interfaces decidedly
with he Statistical Package for . the Social
'Sciences (SPSS). This allows the analyst access to
SPSS data tile- handling facilities and to use SPSS
fa, statistical analysis of model output files.

The model datq bases included three SPSS
archives files: state, county, and, school district
archives. The archives contain data required for
simuldtion of alternative Title I formulas
including: counts of children below selected
levels of:poverty (derived from 1970 census data);
counts of children. in' families receiving Ald to
Families With Dependent Children (AFDC). pay-
ments above the poverty level (state .and county
level only); state average per-pupil expenditures;
and fiscal year 1976 Title I allocations.

Phase II developed the simulative software'
and documentation, Including computer programs
arid job control, language which allows the analyst
to interfoce the FEF model with SPS.Si

Phase developed the state,. county, arid
school district archive files.

Findings

- This research resulted in Software for in-
hawse NIE-research.

Re Other

The FEF
Model/
sornput

Smith, Ste

I Version. 2.0 and the FEF
SS Interface. System, a series of
PrPgrans

M. Federal Education Finance
Model, Version 2.0. Vol. III: SPSS Interface

7Becoinse the original. FEF model provided many
of the analysis capabilities. requited by the NIE
study,. CRS and ME .agreed to share data and
analysis capabilities.. CRS Provided -ME with a
copy of the original FEF model and data base.. In
tam, NIE provides CRS with a copy of the
revised model and data base developed by this
.Prikiect

Users''Gulde-d Technical Documentation.
' Washington, DKC.: TEAM Associates, Inc:

September 1976.

Zweig, Bruce. Federal Education Finance Model
Version 2.0. Vol. I: Users' Guide. Washing-
tor.Y..7 TEAM Assoc ateri, Inc. *August
1976.

Zweig, Bruce. Federal Education Finance Model
Version 2.0. Vol. II: Technical Documenta-
iii7CWaington, D.C.: TEAM Associates,
rlIK August 1976, .

Contractor: 'TEAM Associates, Inc.
1522 K Street, N.W.
uite 900

D.C.Washington, 20005

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POVERTY AND
ACHIEVEMENT

Etrwse

One of *e reasons advanced for the use of
poverty statistics in distributing Title L funds is
that poverty arid achievement are very closely
related. Some of those who hold this,. position
argue that. the-use. of poverty statistics is there
fore a good way of -targeting money to low
ochievers. Others believe that poor' low ochievers
should have priority in receiving Title I. because
poverty. has-contributed to their low achievemenl..
Evidence on the relationship 'between poverty and
achievement was therefore examined carefully.

In addition to an ifs- -house review of existing .
material, udies were conducted. !a examine
further:

I. Which aspects of home environ-
ment are consistently associated
with higher or lower achieve-
ment by students

Whethet .chanaes in family
-income or in rather aspects of the
home ore also dr.tociated with
changes in-stdents1lachievernentu

3. How family income compares
with other factors as 4 way of
predictin§ students' _academic

'success ever their school life and
thus of identifying those who will
have severe academic problems
by the time,they complete can- .

pulsory schooling



Method

. Data bases were sought out which contained,
longitudinal information. On the basis of -this`
search, three projects Were undertaken.

. -

First, analyses were conducted of a main-
moth fongituslinal data base. covering. all children
born an I week of 1958 in Great Britain. The
National Child Development Study .tiai followed
the children over 'a period of almost 20 years and
can provide unique information'on relationships
between achievement and Koine environment.
Previous cross - cultural studies had indicated that
the relationship between poverty and achievement
is extremely similar in Great Britain and the
United States. The data were therefore used to
examines first, ham, strongly aspeits of home
environment were associated with -having acute
academic problems in high school; second, how far

. home background could. be used to identify, in
elementar*school, children at risk of such failure
and likely to need.spitial help; and third, whethv
increases or decreases in family resources
affected children's achievement, and thus whether
poverty could be shown to- have a direct causal
effect on attainment.

Second, analyses were conducted of data on
children from poor black families in Gary, Indiana,
who hod been studied as part Of the Income
Maintenance Experiment. More limited longitu-
dinal data were available for this sample.
However,. they mode possible analyses of how far
modifiable and income-related aspects of the
home affected students' relativattaiament, even
within a generally poor population.

Third, a smaller longitudinal data base
coveting children in California schools..was also
examined., These data provided information on"
income and, achievement,: and also on teachers'
ratings of work habits and behavior.

Findings

The Notional Child.. Development Study
results confirmed theexiitence of a strong relo-

.tionship -between poverty and .achievernent.,'.
Thirty-eight percent of those from families with
fathers in. the lowest status occupations . were
esperrienaing severe- academic problems in high
school, compared with 15% of the age group at a
whole. Similar figures were found for these
receiving free school meals or other welfare
benefits.' Father's oecupation parents' education,.

:and quality of. housing were. found to be con,54
tently related to achievement at all ages,.00n.
firming a:he results of existing studies ,which

examined only limited groups of -childrenOf one
point in time.

Changes in home background also have
direct, though limited,' effects on achievement.
Children; whose family circurnsrances improved
showed somewhat higher, attainment and vice
versa. However, it should be noted that the
changes documented were not simply in money
income, but in parents' occupations or in living

,conditions.

___.....
Although the link between poverty. and

achievement . was strong; a majority of low
achievers were not on welfare or from.the lowest
accupalional groUp, just as a majority of children
from such boakgrounds were not. low achieving.
As a result, home background ',vies found to be a
very ineffective way of identifying early -on the
children who would later have acodethic problems.
Early . achievement scores are far *.better pre-.
dictors. Thus, children whose scores were in the
lowest 15% for the population at age I I include

'.about 75% of those who will be extremely. low
achieving in high school scores of 7-year-old
children would be less effective predictors).
Children from the: owest occupational class can-
prise a Tor loWer Percentageof those at risk .than
this 75% figure, and 'those who are poor and on
welfare an even smallernumbei.

The Gary, Indiana, longit final data included
very few children who expe .fenced substantial.
changes in their home. environment, and it was
therefore not surprising that the analyses did not
show any clear links between changes in the home
and changes in attainment. IThey . did, howe'ver,
confirm that, even. within /se sample of prior

. children, those from the most disadvantaged
hothes are more likely, froth year' to year, to be
low achieving.. Sptcifically, frequent* changes of
residenCe; overcrowding h the home, and lower
food expenditures (which presumably' means' poor
nutrition) marked the lowest achieving pupils as
comparedrwith their peers in families of- similar
income and. Occupational status. Once again, the
lowest achieving were mot accurately identified
from year to year 'by the 0. previous achievement
levels. These, of courie,;;embody the effects of
home environment.. -: v . .,.

. Finally, the-Califorinia- data showed a rela-
tively small oGerfap betWeen poverty and achieve-
ment.. Both high ,school.achievement and the type
of 'classroom adjustment and behavior, factors
closely .associated' with continuing in education
and with academia Success after high school, were
more closely associated- with earlier academic
performance and behavior. Poverty was not a
good.way to identify those likely tohave severe
problems in highschool..
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TITLE I AND OTHER--
EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURES

- The se C,f data tabulations provided by this
'project led ME to examine the overall
pattern of F al aid to education and determine
whether the distribution of Title I funds affects
this 'pattern.

Method

The following data files were osseMbled for

4.. Teacher Data, EEOC 1974

S. Title 1 Allocations, 191446

6. Combined ELSEGIS and Fourth
Count File, 1969-70

7. ELSEG1.5 Finance File, 1974-75,
1975-76

8. i/.4FA Statistical' File, 1974-75,
1975-76

;
Software was developed to Oroduce the necessary
tabulations from the file, the variables. were..
transfainied into new ones far suitable statistical
applications, and a weighting criterion was esta- -

blished which 'redistributed the sample districts
into .100% estiMatee for district:: within each
State. Because of the number and size of the data
filed, an extract file was created. !Then tabular

. specifications Were developed, shells designed,
and -tables -produced. Additionally, multivariate
analysis .was performed where appropriate.

Findings

See Chapter VIII in the report listed below.

Report
. -

National Institute of Education. Title I Funds
Allocations The Current ormu a.
Washington, D.C4 The National Institute of

ducation, U.S. Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare. September 30, 1977.

Contractor: Applied Management Sciences
62 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 2091C

STUDY 'OF STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
MEASURES AS TITLE I ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA"

Congress, in the '1974 EducationIan Amend:
ments, directed- NUE to conduct a comprehensive
study in order to facilitate the recirtharizatim of
Title 1. Twoof the topics addressed by the study
Were subsequently investigated by the ML-Group
for Policy Studies in gaiucation, CEMREL,, Inc.
The research was to clarify:

1.

2.

3..

NCES Universe of School_ Dis-
tricts, 1975-76

NCES . Cross Reference
Gabgraphy rile

--

School District Master File

,

8Data from this study -are geing placed" in an
archive. A description of the archive project
may be found on

.



The - conteqUences ' of
change from ._paverty lorpupil
achievement as a Title I eligibil -
ity criterion .." .

2.. The feasibility and costs,of usin%
achievement cts tile criterion

Method

. The 'study of the* cost and feasibility, of
altemative models for obtaining achievement test
data* that could serve as *basis. for. determining
Title I eligibles in States and in schOol. districts

___---Iocused. on -(1) a national testing .crocyarn for
.actdevement-bosed Title I funds -allocation to
States and (2) the-isiues that arise irrgiving States

, oPtions -to use ktate testing and 'assessrnint
prosrans for *allocating these funds to schoOl
district:S. However,. CEMREL also examined a
national testing progran that. would determine
Title 1. eligibles directly for each of the 16,000
school districts. currently operating inthe .United
Stettin: No county-level ProCedures. were con-
slaved. The research involved classifications of
several conceptual and technical issues, the most
crucial of which ere:

I. Delimitation of the target popu-
lation fcli Title 1

2.- Delimitation of the population to
be tested

3.- Standard setting, and objective
specification in the ctetermino;
tion of a cutoff _point for slow
achievement

Findings

On the basis of. the information and reason-
ing exposited, CEMREL concluded that is is
feasible to 1r:talons-ant a National Assessment -for
Educational Progress (NAEP)-type achievement-
baled Title J eligibility estimation procedure' and
that NAEP irould be the most experienced ogent
to 'acconplish this ialk. The problems involved

* seem solvable within short time spans with *no
severe technical problenii. .. .

A vital part. of a decisiOnco such a project
is cost: Total assessment Cost on the basis of oriel
subject Celia. (reading) and one age grOup was
estimated at.soUghly $7.2 million. This estimate
Occludes cast increases-that result from a neCes-
Sadly more extensive EI-SEGIS data collection and
disregteds Costs- associated with auditing

-..nsossiorr to ensure reliability of collected
achleirement dote.

In terms of the total number of children
currently courted as being in poverty, the yearly
achievement testing costs for 'state-level eligibil-
ity estimation would amoUnttabout 50 cents per
child, assuming a 2-year testing cycle, or,33 cents
per child for,O3-year cycle These testing costs
represent 0.16% and '0.1196 of total current
expenditures for Title!, respectively. However,
costs increase considerably Of multiple subject
areas and age or .grade grains are tested. And
costs increase tremendously! ($40 million to $50
million) if the testing is to' result in reasonably,
accurate eligibility estimates for school districts.

This project also investigated the likelyi-
consequences of using an achievement basis for
the allocation of Title I funds by analyzing
nationally collected test data for the States and
state test data for districts in selected States.
Additionally, achievement eligibility was corn-
Pared with poverty rates, using .1970, and .1975
pommy data. I

The .estimates of likely changes from
poverty- to achievement-based Title I funds allo- .-

cation are not numerically precise. However
P

the
study reveals general trends. 'It appears that
Southern and Western States gain funds under an

erachievement Criterion. However, the ical
value.4 of individual state estimates-4 too
Fwd.' on the achievement cutoff point en to-
be strongly considered in any decisionmoking
process. !..../

.
. .

It was also found that large central cities
gain under a change , from .poverty-to achieve- .

meet -based Title 1' funding, while predominantly
white rural districts tend -to lose funds. No
general. trend could be revealed for alternative
district types in other locations :'with other
racial/ethnic', compositions. -

Haertel, Edward H. Annegret. Iliamischfeger,
Raymond E. Pifer, David E....Wiley, and
Elinor M. Woods. Achievement Measures as
Title I Eligibility Criteria: Concepts,
Methods and Eligibility . Estimation.

cog,'
1977.

tember

Hoertel, Edward H., and David E. Wiley.. Achieve-
ment and Poverty as Title I Eligibility
Criteri- Sta ri andd

c_AME - cb1 CEMRELcO93, inc.
-November 1977.
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David E. Wiley. Th'e National_ Assessment of data elements included the total number of
Educational Progress Model: A Tool for . eligible children as! defined by each State and tile

I Adlievement-Based Title I Fund Alloca- number of formula - eligible children in different
'flans? Chicqgo, MITA: CEMREL, Inc. formula components (census, AFDC, neglected
October "977. - and delinquent foster, and others). Not all of

- these data eleinents were available for all
Harnischfeger, Annegret, David E. Wiley, and 4 districts. Sufficlent data were available, how-
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SUBCOUNTY ALLOCATION

Purpose

TITLE I FUNDS .

*-
Although Title I of ESEA provided et formula

for determining grants to school dlitricts, he
required data were generally unavailible at the
school district level. The U.S. Office of Educa-
tion (OE) was oirthorizedi therefore, to use jibe
formula to calculate allocations at the nty
level and to ddlegdte to state. educate

'agencies (SEAs) the responsibility for ,dividing the
county allocations to -the school districts within
and across boundaries. The proceii, called'isub-
county allocation, was studied to:

I._ Describe the current; subcounty
allocation procedures itsed by the
States

2. . Analyze the kinds of districts
affected by different subcounty
allocation procedures

3. Analyze alternative procedures
for allocating Title I funds for
school districts

Method

The; project was civided into four phases.

i-Phase (;describing current' subcourity alio-
-cation procedures, was 'accomplished via informal
discussion's with stateeducation01, agency person-
nel.

Phase II, analyzing the kinds of districts
affected by different subcouinty allocation
cedurees, was accomplished through extensive-sta-
tisticarapalysis of school district data gathered

Phases Ill and IV analyzed alternative
. - allocption strategies. Phase III, determining the

feasibility of alternative allocation strategies,
employed both interview and computer analysis
techniques,_:

Phase IV was a synthesis of the results of
work performed in the first three phases. . Four
alternative procedures were identified; their

-.impact on district otiocation was extracted from
the iesults of Phase II, and their impact on state
data gathering was extracted from the results of
Phases I and II. Their impact on OE and state
administrative procedures was deterniined from
the results of Phase !IL

Findings

Current Practice's

I. Forty-six States must perfocm
subcounty allocation. (Florida,
Mbryland, Nevada, and West
Virginia do nat. need to do so
becauSe their 'counties are alsb
LEAs.)

; 2. Twenty -five States use . the
statutory formula for subcounty
allocation. EleYen -other States
-Use a formula combining census
and AFDC data in- a Mcirtver....
'similar to the statutory formula.
The remaining States rely
entirely either on" AFDC data
(five States) or en some other
combination of data such ..ps
state income tax phis AFDC or
free lunch plus AFDC.

3. Four States do not adhere to
county allocation, choosing
insteod to allocate the total
state Title" funds available
directly to school districts.

44 Census data for school districts
and county components of school
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districts supplied by OE are used
fewer than half of the. States

that include census .dato in' their
formislq: '.The remainder develop
their -own .school district; census
data

Impact- of DtfAient Allocation ProdedUres.
If the...current. state ,subcoonty. allocation, formula

, were replaced;for all Statet by a formr.;13 approxi-
mating the statutory familia:

.1
L. In 7 of . the. 21 States using nonstatu-

tory formulcisirs fiscal year 1976; more
than 10than each State's Title .1 funds
would shift among districts,

. The largest .dollar shifts would occur in
States that, emphasize AFDC. wet
census data in their subcounty alloca-
tion formulas.

3. In Slate's that currently emphasize
AFDC data in their formulas, a
majority of_ .centrel-city. and urban
districts would Jose 5% Of more of
their- allocation. A majarityzif sub-
urban districtseand criktricts will% high.
Orshansky poverty rates would gain 5%
or more.
"

A greater percentage off disttjcts "are. held
harmless in States that emphasize AFDC rather
than census data in their formulas. Less than 2%
of any State's Title I. funds would shift grnong
districts if hold-harmiessprovisionkwere applied.

. If 0,11.1'Stiitei were allowed_ to use their
.current allocation firmula for 'subitete allocation:

I. Significant fund; would 'be
shifted among districts in States'
whose allocqtion formula empha-
sizes AFDC data over census
data. In California and Missouri,
8% and 1736, respectively, of the

. Staters Title ..I funds would shift.

2. Metropolitan, central-city, and
suburbandistricti would be the
eneficiariesin these States.

. In States employing the st atutory
formula,_ ,no substantial change
wouldgater place.

State fo allocate- funds according to their` own
fafmula. The three single-formula alternatives
arc -

I. 'S e,formula subcoun .

m ar to current prri)c-e-____.
es -. except that all Stara

rveuld use a uniform- formula

Single - formula tsubit e alloca-
tion-47E wou d leulate state.
Tirants, arid, States %Void& use a .-
unifOrrn formula for allocation
directly fo school districti
CIIS tr

3.. Direct allocationOE, would .
calculate end allocate district
grants according to a sin for
mule

. The fourth alternativit is:,
. .

Multiple- formula substate alio-
,. , .cation-0E- would.calculate state

grants,. and States would select a
forinula for allocation: to school

...--districti

Dada availability dnd reliability are only
re:avant to 'the- first three alternatives. No
additional data are required by the multiple,
formula substate strategy. For each of the single-
foirmula alternatives, the problems of data availa-
bility and reliability the same.

Feasibility of -native Allocation
Strateales. Four ofternat illocation ttrategies
were_examined. Three- we . mandate the use of
a single Federal formula; the last would permit

If ::;"' single sourcb, of . census data
is mandated, census data are
available for all' -,districts . with
enrollments over 300 that have
not experienced significant
boundary -changes . since fiscal
year 1974.

. -

If the use of multiple sources of
census data is permitted, census
data are available for 39 States
now using . such data 'for
subcourity allocation. In 7 of the

I rimajning States, census data
are ..ervoilable far 80% of the
school distritts.,..The problems of
-obtaining and validating census
data in these 1-1,States would be
no worse 'than the problems

. alreddy resolved by the 39 States
currently using census data.

3. Census data reliability is also_
function- of whether single or
multiple'sdOrces are employed.



If a single _source is mandated,
data reliability must' be reviewed
and validated by. States. The OE
Spebial School .District
Tabulations meet icr exceed-the
standards now used by States to
prepare data far subcounty
allocation.

4. AFDC data availability does not
present any signifjeant
difficulties for any of the
formula alternatives. Only
Indiana and Washington would
have to institute new data-
gathering procedures. .-

The adAinistrative complexity to implement
the four alternatives would vary!.

I. The most complicated prate:.
dures in' terms of Federal admin-
istration would be direct
elkication by OE. OE .would be
rewired to calculate directly all
district allocations, an increase
in reporting units from 3,300 to
17,000 yearly. Data- collection
delays by many school districts
would pose a significant problem.

2. Multipg-formyla substate
allocation would require the
fewest changes. No new data
.aollection would be required.

3. Single-formula substate and sub-
county allocation would require
some additional data collect_ ion
by States.

Effects of Alternatives. For. States
currently using a formula similar or equivalent to
the statutory formula, the dollar impact of
shifting- to any of the °Hemet:yes would be
negligible.

For States emphasizing AFDC over census
data in their formulas:

1. As much as 16% of the States'
Title 1 funds would shift crnong
districts in shittiing to, single-
formula subtounty or single -
formula substate.

2. Urban digitniets would generally
lase- funds shift to single-
formula options, while suburban
districts would gain.

3. Central-city and suburbar;
metropolitan districts would
generally gain funds in a shift to
the, multiple-formulo substate
alternative.

The single-formula substate allocation alter-
native provides the maximum amount of
consistency in. treatment of districts while
minimizing administrative effort and delays.

Reports

Ferrara, Lynette, Dianne Seiffert, and Alan
Palley. A Feasibility Analysis of Alternative
Strategies for Determining School District
Title 1 Allocations. Washington, D.C.:
Applied Urbanetics, Inc. 1977.

Gutmann, Babette, and Alan Pallet: State
Profiles of.Subcount Allocation Proces.
Washington, D.C.: Applied Urbanetics, Inc.,
1977:

Paller, Alan. A Summary at Alternative
Strategies for Determining School District
Title 1 Allocations. Washington, D.C.:
Applied Urbanetics, inc. 1977.

Railer, Mar, and Babette Gutmann. Current
Subcounty Allocation Practices. _

Washington, D.C.: Applied Urbanetics, Inc.
1917.

Smith, Stephen, Babette Gutmann, and
Paer. of in

Alan

Alllca
I Variations tlSut=lotion es Tie

Allocations to School Distr cts. oshington,
D.C.: Applied Urbanetics, Inc. 1977.

Contractor: Applied Urbane tics, Inc.
1701 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. - 20006

DEFINING THE POVERTY SYNDROME

The Purpose behind this ptoject was to
answer the question: What is compensatory
education compenspting for? Or, in more
technical terms, what can the.empiricatliterahwe
tell us about the behavioral links between students
and poverty? How can these findings be related,
conceptually, to the aims of compensatory tducM-

. t ion programs?

14
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Method

From the outset, this review of the litero-
ture was shaped around the notion of a poverty
syndrome, a constellation of identifiable cheroc-
teristics- that would differentiate poverty -level
children from their middle-class peers. The
specific elements of the syndrome would be drawn
from research reported during the 1960's and
1970's, the height of.poverty research activity.

A preliminary review suggested a rough
breakdown into two aspects of the syndrome. One
would be the individual and his/her charocteris-
tics; the other would be the correlates of the
social setting. This distinction between "charac-
teristic? and "correlate? was admittedly or, b ;-

Avery, but proved to be useful in organizing the
empirical material.

FincOnas
3.

By consolidating the literature, the compon-
ents of a poverty rindrdare were specified as: low
'Self i-esteern; reduced strivings and aspirations; a
limited time orientation (the day-after-
tomorrow); and an untraditional linguistic style.
One of the most interesting areas was one we
called 'search ability," or the capacity to locate
and utilize sources of information within the
social environment. The concept is closely allied
to Paul Lazarsfeld's notion of "effective scope"

4 and to James Coleman's idea of "competence."
All imply that the poverty-level child has less
s IOC* in which to move. Search ability seems to
vary with social class. For example, the lower
does student is less likely to know about school

guidaisce focilities; the poverty-level farriily is
less likelY to know wtiere to express complaints'
about consumer concerns or how to find low-cost
legal services. Probably search abil:ty can be
learned, although it clearly entails-motivational
features.

. -
Additionally, there are distinct sociabiolo-

gical correlates to poverty: malfunctions in
development, poor mental health, and poor
physical health. Researchers ascribe a set of
learning riffirultieslo malnutrition in the early
years of life. Fortunately, there are some signs
that this destructive process can be reversed.

Compensatory education is intended to off-
set certain deprivations in the life experiences of
the poor. Though research can point up some of
these inadequacies, the policymaker is still left
with some fundamental questions. Is our goal to
help younq.people adjust to their refit -life oppor-
tunities, or do we want to aim at funckrnental
changes in the opportunity structure itself?

Report.

Pascnella, Ann K. Definin the 1:ver
Syndrome. New YcikiBurecxi o p
Social Research, Columbia University.
1975.

Contractor: Ann Posanel'a
Center for the Social

Sciences
Columbia University
420 West I 18th Street
New York, New York 10027
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CHAPTER II. RESEARCH ON SERVICES

ME NATIONAL SURVEY OF COMPENSATORY
-EDUCATION'

The purpose of this survey, conducted during
. the 1975-76 school year, was to accurately..cli-
scribe the nature and extent of services provided
by school districts for. -compensatory education
using Federal Title I funds asdiar state- fundi.
The survey was. designed to provide nationally
rscresentalive data at the school district, school
building, and classroom 'levels. Information in
three broad areas was souCht: fiscal practices,
compensatory education practices, and recipient
description. Analyses of the data hove yielded
statistics an the octant of district compensatory
education program, the number of students
receiving vorik us services, ,the nature of com-
pensatory instructional services, and numerous
additional special tabulations and "analyses.

The Smaple. The population surveyed con-
sisted of all elementary and unified public school
districts receiving Title I funds in the continental
United States. The sample of districts chosen
with probability proportionate ,to total enrollment

-war stratified by three enrollment size graapi, by
lout regional gout* and by the pretence or
absence of a state compensatory education pro-
gfern. A- total of 100 districts was selected.
Within each selected district, three Independent
samples were drowns

1. A simple random sample of Title
1 schools (N = 500).

,2. A simple random sample of com-
pensatory education instructional
terschers.(N = 1,300)

Data from this study-. are being placed in an
archive.. A description of the archive project
may be found an p. SS.

3. A sample of 'compensatory edu-.
cation homq oorn teachers =-
1,300)

1

Each of thcss three( 7.iubsamples is nationally
. representativeL,.

The Data Six distinct intervtews/ques- .

Hanna eT.,7vere administered, and additional fiscal '
and demographic data were collected at the
district level.

1. State-Level Questionnaire. 'The
sample of districts came from 37.
States. In 'each State, an inter-
view was Ccnducted with a mem-
ber of the state Office of Educa-
tion.

2.- District-Level Questionnaire. In
each selected district, an inter-
view with the district staff, per-
son responsible for compensatory
education wits conducted.

3. . Principal Questionnaire. The
principal of each Title I school
sampled was interviewed.

*4. Provider Queitionnaire. Inter-
views were conducted with a
sample of teachers who provided
compensatory education instruc-
tion.

5. Homeroom Questionnaire. Inter-
views were conducted with a
sample of teachers responsible
for the students receiving coin-

&enactor/ education instruction.

6. Parent Advisory Council (PAC)
interview. interviews were con-
ara.-with %rent Advisory
Council chairpersons at the di*-
Met levet and at each Title I

. school sampled.

-17 29
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Find roe

The :findings thus for are presented in
Chapter III of E Edu-
Cation: . An InterirV..oCncrgIsictForeperr
satory Education . . the yolume entitled
C Education and Chapter V.'
a Tor ls 'eurrent Formula.

Secondary analyses .of the survey data are
currently being Conducted. A final report,
available -June 30, 1978, will present findings
related. to several -topics: the relationship be-
tween school poverty and compensatory services;
teacher .training practices; PAC activities; state
compensatory education practices; local district
planning and evolucrtion; and program costs.. Find-
ings an local management andevaluation gill also
bet presented in the September 1978 ..JNIIE final
report to. Congress.

Reports

National -Institute of ...Education. Compensatory
Education Services. Washington, .C.: The
National Institute of Education, U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare. July 31, 1977:

National Institute of Education. Evaluating
Csnsatory Education An interim
Wpot am the NIE Cormpensator Education
Study.. Washington, D.C.: The National

InHate of Education, US: Department of
Education, and Welfare. December

,30, 1976.

National Institute of Education. Title I Funds
Allocatian: The Current Formula. Wash-
Ingion, D.C. The National Institute .of
Education, U.S. Department of Heolth, Edu-
cation, and Welfare. September 30, 1977.

Contractors: National Opinion Research
Center

6030 Scutt; Ellis-Avenue
Chicagis, Illinois 60637

Policy Research Corporation
35 East Wacicer Drive
Suite 1920
Chicago, Illinois 6060fr

Stanford Research Institute
Menlo Park, California 94025
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ESEA TITLE 1 NON1N5TRUC TIONAL AUALIAR Y
SERVICES FOLLOW-UP CASE STUDIES .

- At the outset of Nit's study of cornpe--
satory education,- little was known about the
nonirestructional auxiliary services offered by
school districts as part of their Title I. programs.
The NIE 14ational Survey of Compensatory
Education obtainid nationally representative sum-
Mary information aboUt these services, their
costs, and the numbers of students receiving
them. To supplement these data, ME, undertook a
series of case itudies in 18 of the 'survey districts
to examine:-

I. The nature of the services pro-
vided to Title I students in areas
such as health, guidance counsel-
ing, .social work, tionsportation,
and parent' involvement °env--
ities

2. How children are selected to
receive these services

3. Districts' rationales for providing
the services

4. How the services and the levels
at which they are. funded have
changed diving the school years
from 1973-74 through 1976-77

Method"

The case studies dire based on interviews
conducted between late February and mid-May
1977 in 18 school districts. The districts, a
subsample of those that had participated in The
earlier national survey, were selected on the basis-
of their expenditures for Title I auxiliary- services
during the 1975-76 :cited year. ,The sample
included six districts funding a single service, six
with two or more services,' and six with no
services.

Thelinterviews consisted of two main parts.
During the first port, the interviewer collected ,.

general factual information on the size of the
district and its Title I program, the kinds of
auxiliary services offered in the district, the total
kludget allocation for each service, and the msn-
'ber. of students receiving each service. This
information was gathered for each of the 4 school
years from 1973-74 through 1976-77. The inter-
viewer then obtained further detailed information
about o selection of the district's services (e.g.,
number of schools offering the service, major

18 30
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number and training o
the service,.

.

The -information collected. derfiki the first
past of therInterilew-kovided:V background for-
theliroOndPart aginfornxd othrii es:satkinbetween
the Interviewer.:,.orid.lhei. re:wide:at obebt. the .

districO,Iftte.1 ouidlkry_serVICes. Thesectienier-.
'action:9,01J 'bat hiro of whkft were ,tapiezeicOrded,'
covered Web 'as .ifsli.----.Craltikt's needs
assessmentjar its auxillor, Strikes; how the
ierVices cgli delivered to students,. the gOolsief the
Cervices, the district's tivaktation of its serrica,
end. alternative- services availabkt in the. district.
The major focus of the diacussiOns,jtowever, was
on the changes that had Wren place in the
district's . service! -duritig " .the .4-year,

._period studied, 'the factors influencing those
changes, the process through which the district
tipd decided to effect them,. ond the impact-Of the!
-Changes. -.

Findings

Increases in. the cost of Main-
talfdng both instructionokliend
aumliary service programs

. Increasing emphasis bri-Ti:oth
state -and local. district. OffiFiats
on the -initructionai.-44fr pf

IT?

. Probleine in ensuring thatl aux-
illary.!Cervice, pOgrame Isupple
mint rather than.supplarit: other-
service3

Local needs as:iessteents arid
evaluailons of existing -aticiliar
service plingrams . .

The one area in which expenditures for
auxiliary services increased over the 4 years kis
parent involvement. A number 'of districts

enlarged existing ones in
. response to the Federal rnandate for Parent

created newt programs or

Advisory Clotincils.
The case studies provide a general picture

the kinds of auxiliary services school district
have been offering as part of their Title
programs, how districts go_ about planning for
these Services, -and the Typical problems
pressures- for 'change they have had to confront in
maintaining them. Withil, the limited scope of the
study, the aim 'wos not to evaluate, aux!,
service programs, but teprovIde a streightf
account of the ashiCt officials' awn deicript
and evaluations Of ttieirgrams. -,

,-Alk a group, the es, Chow an overall
decline both the: 'tie) auxiliary
services Offered by-! tr_icts and in the

ioel _at winch -14:erious serVicas have :been
fthidW over the...;poof.'4., - years..' N'.,loctar.s-

-,, mentioned most -,01terr in accounting for this
- decline includes

Istrict officials uniformly acicnovi--i ledged the primacy of the instructional goals of
Title I, mast felt that =their auxiliary service
programs hod. -mode valuable, though often
indirect, contributions to the attainment' of those
goals. May commented, however; On the dif-
ficulty of demonstrating the extent of those
contributions:- Some idistrfcts hove eliminated

:ancillary tentices beCouse4ti eir impact could: not.
be 'adequately measured. -- .- ."

.-4.-7
I. Reckietians in il-41istrict's overall

Title' alloCatial

Report

FolloWup S of Non- Instructional Ateciliarv.
Title I. NORC:Project No.

4245. . thicago, hkitienal Opinion
_ Research Center. July I ti77.:.

. Contractor: National Opinion Research
Center

6030 South Ellis
Chicago, Illinois 60637.



#1.--RESEARcH ON'STUDENT
- DEVELOPMENT

IIffERVENT ON: AN ?ALTER-
TO *C - WITH CUR-
INtO TORY EDUCA-

The Pkinning of education
rectufres:aot only an nation of methods that
have already been-tried, also investigations, of
promising alternatives. ptirPose of the Mile
Charge _.,ertientian'pr was to ec<amine. one
*Petf: eiternetive; innovative 'instructional,
procedure- proposed anie alternative to current
method* was the use older to. tutor
yOunger /students an Alone-to-one basis' as an

part- of aide- studente education.
they must ly as tutors, older

puPlii: find new int andniotIvation for school
wCrki_They learn work tfiroughly themselves
and .aiiiit signi in the learning- and facial
daye! loPmerl. of pupils:.

./
:Three inielernenialion met elsr_were. pro-_

pesedr .the',1.-earning-Tistaring tide :(LTC4 tile.
V; ;Morning -al Teacher Serneiter; 'ciSd,theLeariiing-
r hy;T:itaringSeliorii-Withina-Schrial.

*Irk a Current Title regulatidns. . Despite
growing ieaogretion'of the-impact of ..httoring
the hitoes'learniag, the .survey'indicated thot the.--
majority of- current .tutoring project* -areplaieleil -

.around the- learning needs of the tutees,-leaving
the tutortHearning to chance and thus reducing.
the total impact of the-project., Moreover,, with
only.cr few eSceptions, tutoring projects are small
scale and cantina!, addition* to regular schooling,
running on shoestring budgets rather than being
well-funded compensatory education efforts.

Tojubject' die' proposal -to scrutiny from'
variety.' periPectives, an interdisciplinary corn-
mittee. was established. which worked with project
staff an participated in,a 3-day conference along
with.roviewers selected by,the Roth:nal inilitute
.0t ediacatilit:Iftyther, oiojetfacfivities included a

iaiiwide, presentation of ,the": Ideas to
.1eflerleitY.tfilfithers and Pirentli.and assessment -of
their reegienitivreviews of relevant theory and of
1/10oristIngillterature, Alrbi dlrect observation of

,,Nkring On*: Fts

It was. found that the Learning-Tutorings
CYale was Widely: aeceptable,:feasible in terms of
casts, and generally consistent With the frame-

-- ,

In view of the need to speak to various,
audiences about diverse topics such as theories,
research; policy, practical planning, and innova-
tivi ideasf_seven separotelY bound volumes were
prepared. The CSE Reports on TUtoring included

Report A The Learning -Tutorinq Crate:
An Overview

Report iii Settingyp and Evaluating Tutor-
ing Projects

Report 2 Tutoring.-end.E4EA Title I

Report
. - .

la A Survey of Tutoring.Projects. _
Report Tutoring Sorne New Ideas

Report S AriAnalyeis of the Literature
- on Cross-Age Tutoring

Report 6 Tutoring and Social Psychology:
A Theoretical Analysis'

These seven repOrts. provide an information
base and a rationale for actions at both Federal
and loccalleveli. . .

". . .

The . nurnbered reports represent a
reiource for the planning of tutoring. projects by
school site personnel or schobi district personnel.
.Three reportsthe survey (d3), the literature
report (415)1, and the social psychology- report -

.
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06)bring. Icgether infernietion from a wide
,..rangeiot sdurceS tivproyidebackgroundskrite
cancer:01y current proctice, the perceptions- and.
reconwiiendaticins of practitioners} past projects;
researchiond relevant .. - .

Thicitacligioaed--)Maitfedge:iim
....i'deign of Mating Picificts as Ifsir ai-eptoiidik

basis for idging the *wog* of S'Och,
prOilech.; I For example,- -the social pipichOtogy-

:,report dernanst. rates th'oxinanyof the effOoti -of
notedWoroctitieners, butnot yet

`established -by research on tutoring, hate their
parallel -in Teeognized. effects. in the -field of social

ysyChology. Social-psychology -theariet thus sug....
7- variables that con be assessed' in 'research on

ingand lend support to the percePtioni of
practitioners.

.

-The Ihree other-numbered reports apply the
background information to practical School . plan-
ning concerns. Report 111,. through a presentation
of step-by-step planning questions, deals with the
process of setting up and- evaluating :tutoring
projects in general; Report. 02 introduces' the
ESEA rTitle4 legislation and considers the planning

. steps, as per.Report II, in relationto the design
of -an LTC project and in conformity with Title I 7
regulation.-' Report fis deals wifF. extensions of
the of learning by tutoring to more ambitious

,prOjects," representing more substantial-changes in
schooling" than are involved in the LTC 'project.
Report. #4 also documents the reaction of
instructional staff and same Title I parents to the
Learning-Tutoring Cycle and other proposed kinds
of Projects. -

Report A provides.. an overview of the
project and -recommendatiorit for, action for both
local Schpol districts .131nd Federal policymakers:

The.:Xiefitins itieornmendoltriXesigned to put' the
, *idea & this study to the test, to she- whether the

Learning-Tutoring C4cle can indeed significantly
.171Pravi` the eclacdtlariol- atfai_ncnent of disad-. .

-iiontaged students... .

ContrOctor:. Center for the Study of Evaluation
'University of California at

Los Angeles "
Graduate. School of Education
Los Angeles, California 90024

FEDERAL STROEGIES FOR DELIVERING
BASIC SKILLS ASSISTANCE TO SECONDARY
SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS

Purim

Although most compensatory education pro-
grams and funds are focused on early childhood

22

education,the coed does not end of the "3d grade..
:Fails_clohitived-bfectrlY childhood prograini often
.do ,not --persist, and experience shows that eau-
catkinl intervention ,win the primary grades will
not necessarily prevent slater difficulties. The
problem, is compounded:by:flit- reduction of lime
devoted tosic school-burricule,Of
intermediate and secOadarY 'schools., This spongy:
study addressed f the problem of pioviding better-
basic skills roc youth. 4

-
. -

Method

The project compiled available options for
Federal programs to aid the Nation's schools. in
improving the corm/food ,of basic skills of those

-graduating 'foam high school or leaving before s
graduatiort ,From theist .options; four programs
were constructed-for consideration by the Federal
Government. The features of each proposal -are
described, ,the advantages and disadvantages
pointed out, and comparative costs discussed:

Findings

There is "research evidence that students in
- later grades can benefit from. campensatory edu-,

cation progranis that use apPropriate techniques.-
' r

Proposal A is based on -a modification of
Title I,- adding a new program' to: the existing
'framework.. Proposal .B outlines a program for
alcouraging bdsic skills by using achievement
criteria measures. Proposal .0 is based on block
grants to. States for encouraging .basic skills, and
Prciposal D. is based' an direct grants to local
school districts to assist them in changing
emphasis.

Retort . , - -

Larson, Meredith A., George W. Block, David L.
Kirp, Michael D. Kirst, Stephen Kutner, and.
Harold R. Winslow. Better Basic Skills for
Youth: Four Prgtoosals for Federal Policy.
Menlo Pork, Calif.: Stanford Research Insti-
tute. 'April 1977.

Contractor; Educational Policy Research
Center

Stanford Research institute
Menlo Park, California 94025

RESTORATION DESIGN: AN EMANCIPATORY
STRATEGY

In response to provisions in the Education
Amendments of 1974, the Fanon Research and



-Deiielaprnpnt Center was awarded a contract! to
studysNaernothie designirto contrast:with current
procijasi-in compensatory an."

The design is .charatter as an "erna;:ci-
patoryestroteog since its intent is to involve
children on now It seeks lo remove: the

restrakilit4FO-Part educational ideology that is
desfrpied.to fit children into a future defined by

%adults seelling4 icate, their:Selves. .

--
The specific purposes of the desigr are

I. To sOecify what education as-a
developmental process 'ought to
be, i.e., to define thesunity be-
tween schooling and education

To fundamentally examine the
relatibnship betweentheory (ide-
ology) and practice and,, in this
context, to -develop an alter-
native design predicated on the
concept of primary inclusion as a
set ...of principles, alternative to

. the principles implicit 'in the
compensatory education design

3. To outline a possible model
growing out of practice arid, in
this context, to explore -the legal
implications, feasibility, and
costs of implementing such a
'model

Method

An informal' Delphi technique was the
central method used to trjhfallize the premises
and practices of a group of persons with demon-
strated success in edutating the children of the
poor, either as parents, teachers, administrators,
or researchers.

A monthly 2-day work.shop strategy provided
the central foritm for analyzing the data. These
workshops, which spanned a period of 12 months,
involved (I) presentations, discussions; and small -
group' meetings with consultants? committee and
consortium members, and 'community representa-
tives and (2) feedback from on-site observation of
and participation in alternative programs in Los
Angeles, San Diego, Milwaukee, and Florida
schools.

There were four phdsesaf the project:

Phased. Data gathering and initial formula-
tion, in which data, implicit princiPles, practices,
and impact associated with numerous models were
examined.. In particular, the relationship betvieen

theory and practice was Stu-died in an effdrt
definecentratprinaipies.

Phase II; Development of central Principles
of anaTfer-rnatiVe design. Key issues and con-
clusions drawn from Phase I were used -as a
starting 'point for defining-new ideology, value
prerhises; rationais, and objectives for. an
native model..

I. Farr major principles were out
lined, that would guide the deve-

,loprnent of a new kind of institu-
tion/learner relationship and lead
to alternative theoretical

loundations.on whichnew educa-
tional strategies and practices
could emerge.

2. The concept of "primary inclu-
sion" was articulated as the edu-
caticoal practice to achieve the
model's central objective of
engaging the child in learning.

3. The component parts, of model)
program design (including curry t
culurn organization patterns,
parental involtrernent, com-
munity involvement, services,
etc.) and evaluation design; and
techniques (including methods,
models, planning, etc.), were
further elaboratedin the remain-
ing workshoplof Phase' IL

Phase'lli. Review and analysis -of data on
judiciciliclolais and current ,practices that lead to
establishing the kinds of schools described by the
Made!. Then an analysis of three possible
approaches to implemeit the model was con-
ducted, followed by the identification of one
approach as the most beneficial. Two school
systems (Federation of independent Schools in
Milwaukee and South Central Los Angeles School
District) were also identified that could be used
for beginning demonstration programs.

The general cost for one community school
based an Fanon Restoration concepts was
estimated by:

I. Defining the educational demon-
stration program

Determining the resourck
requirements

3. Estimating the general dollar
costs of those resources
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.COmparatiVe analysit of .the eitpenditurifir
10 tion:,Tititi Lot Angelet.City

schools was:. used to- estimate a cosf.range that
wOuld not exceed arrent district expenditures.

. ,- ,

Phaie IV. Review of the: cornpleted docir
:rent for adherence to national gab and project
objectives. Fiediack was received, and 'revisions

.suggested during the national conference were'
inCorporated into the docanent. The lino, doCu-
merit was revleived and critiqued.

rndina

The final study design is a/tillable in Fanon
C rater Restoration Model: . An Emancipatory
3-icateay for Education, which is One of the
rdParts listed below.

".Autry, Ernest..' A Guide to Legal Provisions
Caicemind Parental Participation. in duca-
tionTin cdEarn. Los Angeles:' Ernest Aubey.

king, Lewis M. "A Restoration Design in Educa-
tic.n." Paper presented -'at University of
Minnesotcy Social Wcifore, St. Paul. 1976.

Los-Angeles .Fcirion Research and Develop-
inint-Conter..105:-

Contractor Charles R. Drew.Post-Graduate
Medical School

--Fawn Research and Developenent
Center

12012 Compton Ateenue
Los Angeles, California 90059

CT PUBLIC SCHOOLS: A STRATEGY
DEYELOPING MORE EFFECTIVE COWEN-

S TORY EDUCATION PROGRAMS .

1
- Lewis M. "Blonde Wig; . Black .'Child4

Towards a Scientific PSYchology." Paper
vesented at Ass:oration of Black Psychoio-
gsts, Baton, Mass. .1975.. I

"king, Lewis Fanon Center Restoration Models ,.

An ErnancWZic7-t-I- a-11.77crit on..
L dices Fation Research. and Develop-

. ,dent Center. May 1977.

Lewis M. A .Global Model, - Ur t
Necessities in Educath, Chil en
Disadvantved Circumstances. Los
Angeles: Fawn Research and Development .

Center. 1975..

MOdisOn, -Anna. Compensatory Committee Ref-
erence Booklet. Los Angeles: Fanon
Research and Development Center. 1975.

Madison, Anna. Summary and Critique of Corn-
pensatory Educatkon Evaluation. Los
Angeles: Fanon Research and Development
Center. 1975. -.

Seeley, Jeliii.-T.Evaluation 'of Present Practices 'of
C ion.. Los Angeles:

. F anon Rei m arw a opment Center.
1975. ,

Seeley; Aihn. A Preliminary Position Paper on
;Alternatives to Compensatory . Education..

i

,

Many educators 40 that several charac-
teristics of today's pi:WIC school System are
barriers to the Organizational' and programmatic
chan9e needed to meet the special educational
needs' . of poor children. The purpose. of this.
project ivas-fo-plan a cost- conscious School that
(earns, through its -.own .experlaibe, how to com-
bine :traditional educational values' with _modern .

Instruction technoldijy. This school would' offer
effective instruction "and, at the some time, be
mat, responsive to attending children and their
parents. .

Method

committee of experts who hOve wide
experience with gompersatOry education programs.
was chosen 'to develoP the school 'design. The
committee members either were kgovin for their
expertise. in policy formulation at the Federal,.
state, and local levels, in compensatory education
program development and operation, and in school
law, school finance, architecture, and classroom
teaching, or Were parents of 'Children in compen,
sabN education programs at the time of the
Project,. Certain members were responsible for
dealing with specifiC aspects of the design, while
others read, critiqued; -and suggested refinements
in all Of the design's components.

Findings

it is proposed that Contract Public Schools
(alternative elementary schools) beestablish
within local school districts '.to develop mofe
effective compensatory education prOgrans.
Each school will be governed by its own Count!! of.
Direcfats, elected, by the parents of enrolled

. children. (This.council is niodeled after the most
effective of Fallow. Through's Policy Advisory
Committees) The council's authority to establish
policy will be .based on a formal three-party .
agreement among the council, the local Board of
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Educcitiori, and the state OffiCe of Education.' The
caxuil wHI manage' the sabot)). budget, which

.-consisti of the- same. amount per -child as
provided for the education of coMparable children
in the other schools. Within the district. Enroll-
ment Inc Contract Public School will..be voluntary
and,open to. OIL

The:Contract Public School Is intended to
give legal status and a 'set of "organizing principles
to public alternative schools designed -to provide.
effective compensatory education for poor
children. As small flexible- units specifically
designed to Meet total needs, contract. schools
offirlarge school districti o lode -cost 'and low -risk

. mechanism-for locally based research and deve-
lopment. Seven -steps are. recommended to
remove existing legal barriers and encourage the
implementation of effective contract schools. .

,...Report

Bushell, Den, Jr. Donald A. 'Jackson, Daniel M.
Schember, and Lynn C. Weis. Contract
Public' School= A Strategy for Developing
More Effective C ory Education

. Pr arns.-.Lawrence, ansas: University of
ansas. 1977.

Contractor: UniVersity of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66045

- LIMITED STUDY' ON Ti-1E EXTENT OF PAREN-
TAL INVOLVEMENT IN SETTING OBJECTIVES
AT-THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LEVEL

Pumose

During the- heari obit ESEA Title .1 and
subsequent committee eports leading to the
passage of the Educirtion' Amendments of 1974,

various,Proponents argired for the direct involve-
ment of parents in the procesi- by which instruc-

- Hanel. objectives were to be developed. lot their
children.. Such arguments were based on common
sense, a general, tide. of prssure for greater
parental involvemerit in. ESEA Title I, and the
results of a. number of exemplary projects in
which such a process was-stated to have occurred.

NIE. requested that . the contractor identify
well-implemented programs which involve parents
extensively 'in the instructional process and to
describe the 'general effects of various types of
involVement based upon documentation and eval-
uation reports to dote. The study was conducted
between December 1975 and February 1976.-

1

Method
.

ESEA, Title :I exemplary. projects, Follow..
Through projects, projects flOfT11 by corn-:
merciesl publishers; publications of emplary pro-
grams at compensatory education airs (such as
the Netanal -Diffusion Network), projects sub-
mitted to-the Joint- Dissemination Review. Panel
of OE, . and projects -doctiment the 'con-
tractor's files Were examined.. hese projects
were from more than 250 LEAS in er 30 States:

The 'preliminary verificati of program
operations concerned: the natu and extent- of .

. parental involvement, including ,Inyolvernent
Parent Advisory Councils (PACs), lin classioorres.as
rides, at-home in structured insffiktionsituationst
and. in develOPIng or selectinglndividual 'student
activities/objectives. This '.vras./f011oWed by col-
lection of .additional descripthie information on
these programs to assist in the analysis' of the.
quality and extent of parental involvement and of
the nature and extent of impact on student
performaricb, schoolicornmUnity relations, and
other areas. Finally, programS actually using
parents in -some aspect of the instructional'
;process at The elementary school level in math
and/or reading programS in Title I -or other
compensatory education programs were described.

A total of 319 projects was identified, and.
characteristics of programs regarding -parental
involvement were verified. Major problems err=
counteredring-the conduct of this limited study
included:

`1. Differences in interpretation/
definition of terminology used in
programs involving parents

2. Reluctance of district represen-
tatives to focus upon only one
aspect of a particular program,
i.e., parental involvement

3. The lock of virtually any evalua-
tion reports which attempted to _

assess the specific contributions
of parental' involvement in what-,
ever form to various program
outcomes

4. The lack of individuals who had -

firsthand knowledge of the
nature- and extent of parental
involvement, since many of the
programs had been discontinued
or had been modified signi-
ficantly, and their staff members
had been reassigned

25
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Findings

Direct parental involvement insselection of
indivickxd, student_. objeCtives and activities in
compensatory education programs conducted in-
consultation. with the teacher and the child was.
found to be -virtuotly rionexistcpt up through the
period an. which documentation was available for
initial selection and verification (1974). Irtpnly 4
of more than 250 sites -were such procedures
identified and verified through telephone contact.
In two sites, such parental involvement previously
used in..a highly structured manner h_ ad since been
dificontInued.

-.-Structurfd parental involvement in the in- ..

structional process, either in the classroom orat
home, did exist in .a significantly larger, number of-:
sites,- most of which used Follow Through models
which have a component for parental involvement
specifically designed.

Many more projects involved parents in an
advisory capocity through PACs and other
mechanisms- which were usually required by fund-
ing-sOurce guidelines or regulations,-such as ESEA
Title.-.4 Follow Through program guidelines, and

. proPosal.applicatitins.

Virtually no evaluation reports or evaluation
documentation at the program level attempted to
identify the. contribution, if any, or parental
involvement to program -impact as measured by
student achievement. In a larger number Of
instances impacts on schoOlkommunity relations
were documented, mostly in a positive manner. A
previous study condUcted by Stems and Peterson
(1973) failed to confirm the impact of parental

k involvement on student., performance at levels
, beyond the preschool stage.

A major eonclustan of this Study is that
parental involvement in its various modes can be
justified as an end in itself; :however, parental
involvement as a means to improlie student
Cognitive skills performance, beyond the preschool
level, remains an area yet to be assessed in any
rigorous mtinner.

Report,-

Report of a Limited Study on _the. Extent of
Parental Involvement S Objectives

. at the Elementar 'Wlingtoeve n, D.C.:
Education ystems; .Inc. March
-15'1976.

-

Contractor: Education TURNKEY Systems, Inc.
1030 15th Street, N.W. .

Washington, D.C. 20005

2

INSTRUCTIONAL DIMENSIONS STUDY'

IPurpose
.

. Became of the ific interest of the US.
Congress' in instructi 1 effectiveness, NIE. was
requested to. conduct study that would' include
on analysis of the eff tivenest of methods and

procecfures. for meet' theCeducational needs of
Children, including the use:Of individualized-writ-.
Jen education plans f children ..." (Public Law
93-380). The lnstructi 1 DiMensions Stitdy (IDS)
was a I-year field s udy designed to meet this
request by excrnini the effects of, instructional
practices and teacher charocteristics on .studenf
achievement in, and attitudes toward, reading -and
math' at the 1st- andld-grade levels.. The major
foci of the study were: ."

-The,effects of individualizi;:l in-
struet ional practices N I

The effects of instructional
settings

3. The relationships of opportunitY;
motivators, instructional events,
teacher background; and coats to
achievement and attitudes i

-MiThod

. A purposive and net representative sample
' of cicistroorns in Title I or Title I-eligible schools

was selected for .-the study In order, to obtain
variation on the degree of individualization
setting for compensatory instruction, and neigh-
borhood economic status. In addition, tfte instruc-
tional program used in participating classrooms
had been in operation for at least 1 year prior to
the study.

Student achievement and attitude tests and
teacher interviews ,and questionnaires were
administered in the fall (1976) and spring, (197,7).
The teacher instruments were combined with
videotapes of reading and math instruction and
with-. curriculum analysis "results to provide
information about instructional practices.
General informatlim on program characteristics
was gathered from building principals and district
administrators. .

Data were analyzed from cpprOximately
2,0001st-grade students 2,300 3d-grade students,
100 Ist,grode and-105 Yd-grade regular .teochers,

. 'Data from this study are being placed in an
archive. A description of the archive project
may be found on p. 55.
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175 specialist teachers, 100 principals, and 14
district- administrators.

The data were organized hierarchically from
individual measures and aggregated into 18 dimen-
sions, whicti'were then combined into five ele-:
nients based an tee research design developed by .-
the Learning Research and Development Center.
These five elements were individUalization,,oppor-
tunity, motivators, instructional .events, and
teacher background. Commonality analysis zwas
used to attribute portions of variations in achieve-
ment gain...to the various elernents and to initial
(pretest) performance. Costs were also related to
achievement gain.

Findings

The research results are generally
encouraging about the effectiveness of com-
pensatory educatign programs examined in this_
study. Overall, students in grade I made average
gains- Of 12 months in- reading and 11 months in

'math during the 7 months between fall and Spring
testing as measured by the Cornprehensive Test of
Basic Skills'-(C S).' Third graders gained 7
,months in recidi and 12 months in math on the
CTBS. These ins exceed those reported in the
most positive ent -evaluations of compensatori
instruction..

Individualiked Instruction._ IDS defined indi-
vidualization of instruction as icluding: specific
learning objectives assigned to individual children,
small-group or indiVidual pacing.; individual diag-
nosis cod prescription, ,and alternative learning
paths and sequencing for indiVidual children.

Study findings did not, however, show indi-
vidualized classrooms to be uniquely effective.
The IDS results showed substantial gains in read-

' ing and mathematics achievement irrespective of
.the presence or absence of individualization as
defined for this study.

Setting. . The two alternative settings for
compensatory instruction examined by IDS were
(1), in -class or mainstream instruction and (2) out-
of-class or pullout Instruction.-

IDS found that 1st graders gained most in
mainstream settings in .reading and in mathemat-
ics. Third graders 'gained' mast in mainstream
reading, but mathematics gains were equal in the
two settings.

Op?ortunity. IDS examined two types of
opportunities given to studehts. The firit, oppor-
tunity to learn, can roughly be translated into
instructional time.- It included measures of length
of fatioolday, amounts of regular and supplemental

- reading and math instruction, -attendance, class
and 'group size, proportion of students working "On
task, and amount of homework.

Ttre second type of opportunity, opportunity
to demonstrate learning, is based on the -premise
that what is learned depends on what is taught.
This rather simple assumption implies that pro;. --
grams will appear to be more successful when the
ciantept of the test materials is closely related to
the curricular content- of the instructional pro-
gram -

IDS found that instructional time was an
important determinant of achievement gain and
that when instruction emphasized the particUlar
skills op which achievement gains were measured,
student, achievement gains were especially large.
Each of theSe .findings was more pronounced for .

1st grade than for 3d grade.

The other elements listed in question 3
motivators, instructional, events, -teacher bock-
ground,_and costs, were inconsistently or insigni-
ficantly related to achievement gain.

Reports

Blaschke Charles. , School Relations: A Sup-
porting iRe rt of ithe tional Dimen-
,ions s , 1976-1977. Washington,

-D.C.: Kirsc ner Associates, Inc:, and Edu-
cation TURNKEY Systems, Inc. 1977.

Brady,. Mary Ella, Chuck ohn M.
Sweeney, Morris Peterson and

Clinton,
qugh Poynor.

Stud Findings i - A Final Report of the
nstructional Dimensions ,Study, 1976-1977.

Washington, D.C.:- Kirschner Associates,
Inc., and Education TURNKEY Systems, Inc.
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-
Brady, Wary Ella, and Hugh' Poynor. Study

I truments. and File Documentation: A
S rti Re. rt of the Instructional

imensions tu , 6- TT
:ngton,

A.C.: Kirschner Associates, Inc. and Edu-
ationTURNKEY Systems, Inc. 1977. -

Peterson, Morris. Data Collection Management:
A Supporting Report -of the Instructional
Dimensions Study, 1976 -1977. Washington,
D.C.: Kirschner Associates, Inc. and Edu-
cation.TURNKEY Systems, Inc. 1977.
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Report of the Instructional Dimensions
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University of Pittsburgh
3939 O'Hara'Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260
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INSTRUCTIONAL DIMENSIONS STUDY CON -
FERENCE

Purpose .44

'1.1 The purpose of this conference was to share
the results Of the Instructional Dimensions Study
(IDS) with. 39 teachers who participated in it
during 1976-77. As a result-of the cbnference, it

was hoped that teachers would assist NIE in
developing a disserninPtion document that would
interpret the IDS findings in a-fashion that made
-them clear and useful to, teachers :and
ackninistrators in general. In addition, researchers
served as recorders of the conference in order
that the views expressed by the teachers might be
recorded and written in the context of educational

"research:

Method

Thirty-nine teachers and nine educational
researchers -attended a 2-day conference held in
Washington, D.C. .The teachers represented 13 of
the 14 distriCts_ involved in the IDS. Teachers

'were generally representative of the proportions
of 1st- and 3d-grade, pullout and mainstream, and

regular and specialist teachers involved in the
study. .

The IDS findings Were organized around four
therms: opportunity to learn; setting planning,
organization, and management of compeAsotorY

InstruCtiOn; and individualization of instruction.
A fiV summery of the 'study 'results .wirs
distribut to the teachers prior, to the- con-
ference. The conference format included an
ihtroduct session followed by four workshops,
one on of the four themes listed above:
Teacher were divided 'into foLir groups and
atte each; wOrkshop over. the 2 -day. period.

, TWo r oilers observed and recorded each Of
the w sessions. At the end of _the 2d day, gl-
closin session was held. Researchers reported'
the ess of their :wording, and questions were
answer

Oollowing the conference *the researchers
discussed rOctions tO each workshop area. in the
context of educational research literature. A

-ninth researcher developed an Oierall discussicin
'of theconference and its implications.

,28'

Findings -,

a

The conference findings will be presented in
a report embodying the researchers' papers and in
a brood dissemination document based on:these
papers. ,

Redorts

conference report and dissemination
docurneltt are both expected in September 1978.

THEORY AND'PRACTICE IN BEGINNING READ-
ING INSTRUCTION , "I
Purpose and Method

Are some 'ways of teaching beginning tea4-'..
ing more effective than others,. especially for
children in compensatory education programs?
_Whet does the research say? Do the research
findings agree with what experts in- the field say
about the theory of reading? These 'are the
queitions that were addressed by the Theory. and
Practice in Beginning Reading Instruction Project.
The project brought together over 50 people
active rn reading research and in the teaching of .

'reading to hear formal papers and to discuss rilsrly
reading' instruction. Papers and discussions con- ,
sidered the effects' of instructional practice, as
well as psychological and linguistic research on
the process of learning to read. The' aim of the
disctissions was to clarify points of agreement and -
disagreement as a basis for advising educators and
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the public on the approaches to instruction most
-likely to be effective for hard-fo-teach children.

- .

Findings
_ , -

Two Views of "Reading. On the basis of the
p9pers exchanged at th4 projects conferences it
is, possible to identify two main strands of theory
about the nature of reading. The two strands lead
to different kinds of prescriptions for early
reading 'instruction and tssh different lines of
research..

iFteadinti as Translation., One view of reading
is that it is essentially the translation of printed
symbols into an approximation of. oral language, so
that already .develcped capabilities for under-..
standing and using speech can' be applied to
written language. In this view, the most impor-
tart thing that must be done in learning. to read is
to learn what the printed symbols "sco.". No other
activity is unique to seoding; everything else is
'shared with speech. Since: the ability to compre-
hend speech 'is already present' in 'any, individual

'who sets out -sto learn to read, only word recogni-
tion needs to be directly taught. At most,
proctice in this new (visual) mode of receiving
language messages is needed. Scholars and eaUca;
tional practitioners who hold .-this -view. of reading
as translation, generally advocate reading instruct
tion Shot devotes predominantsometimes even
exclusiveattention to 'helping children master'the of tic code. They suggest that, during

instruc-earl' Stages of reading instruction,
tional materialsespecially for hard-to-teach
childrenshould highlight- the predictable aspects
of the print-sound code, even if this must be done
at the expense of a certain degree of 'literary
elegance. The focus of research that follows from
this ..view of reading tends to be on proficiency in
word recognition and the strategies That underlie
this proficiency.

." Reading ask an Autonomous Process. The
second view of reading holds that joyderstanding
the written word is in certain inipartant ways
different from understanding spoken 1

Written language is organized differentlnygufcrva
spoken language and fulfills different social func-
tions. The mental Work of reading is different
from the mental work of understanding spoken
tangugge. Because it is an autonomous language
process, reading cannot be. taught as translation ta e
*papa. We *cannot assume that because people ;-
know how to recognize words thly will be able to
understand and use written lanroge inCanctional
ways. Instead;- reading- instruction must focus
quite tly-on the use of written lantjuoge from
the v beginning Pr-Instruction. People who
view eading as an autonomous language process
do no 'deny that the alphabetic code must be

- 29

learned. They tend to believe, hoWeverithist the
code can be learned relatively easily ,--and that in
any case the meaning and interest of written
materials. cannot 'be sacrificed even early In
instruction, "Look-say! . methods Of . _teaching
reading were 'originally designed- in response"-to
this 'concern. The some basic view of thessirrui-of
early reading instruction is "shared by those who
today. advocate. , "language experience"
approachesmethods that.- attempt to use. the
children's-own dictated and written stories as _lip.
materiel for teaching 'reading, in an attempt to
(OW reading_ in ; the direct communication . needs
and processes Of the learner. _Basic 'resecir' chers
who -view .reading as an autonomous system tend
to be. concerned with the ways in which meaning=
ful written languoge, inAits "of, a sentence or
longer, isorocessed.

The Evidence from Instructional Proctice.
Which :v er in prat c en ed....,
instruction such as the "translation" titorfsts
propose, or meaning- and funCtign-oriented.
instruction such as the ?language" theorist*
propose? Evidence clearly favoring one instruc-
tional approach over another in-field settings ts
difficult to find. 'Nevertheless a repeating
pattern of findings concerning both whatisjought,
and how it is taught can be detected if we'
examine several decades of applied research. This
pattern con be surnmarivd !toughly os fol-
lows: -"When skill- in word recognition is the out-
coine 'being studied, Code-oriented-programs tend
to show up' better than losgts---- accented pro-
grams.' This is . especially true for low socio7.
economic _groups" and for low ochievers in general.-
However, when comprehension 'beyond the very
simplest levels is the criterion, there Is no clear
advantage for either code- or language-oriented
programs. -.Concerning ihstructional style, direct
instruction, teacher7controlled, use of tithe, and
well-structured curricula-hove a clear edge, again
especially for low-whit :sing or low-SES groups.,
These conclusions are drown on the bans of .

evidence. from (I) several cohorts of Follow
-ThiciUgh children; (2) Jeanne Challis bockl....ear
to Reath The Great Debate,--' which r
Flundreds of studies conducted up to abotit 1964;
(3) research- reviews conducted by Guthrie and his .

colleagues fpr the. National 'institute iof..-Edis
on

.
cation's compensatory education studies; (4)
reanalyses of data from the Bond and Dykstra- 1st -
-grade' studies and the Educational Testing Service
study of compensatory reading programs; and (5)

the California Teacher Study.

The findings of the Theory and Proctice in
Beginniag Reading Instruction Project suggest
several lines of action for notional reading policy
and for further development and study of reading
instruction.



First, as a matter of routine practice, there
is a need to Include systematic cods-oriented
instruction in primer, grades, no matter what
!Om is also done. However, there Is evidence
that code-amPholls programs. alone will "salve
the.reading problem. Such programs succeed well
in teaching word cecognition *Ilia. They show no
advantage, however, once comprehension becomes
the main criterion of success (starting at about 3d

.or 4th grade).

For this reason, it is important to work on
developing programs that effectively tench the
moaning and functional aspects of reading. Two
possibilities for such programs need to be pur-
sued: - the "language experience approach, which
bUlkl: won children's own writing and dictation,
and the "direct instruction" approach.

Conferences' on Theort and Practice of Beginning
Reading instruction.- Parts I, 11, and
Pittsburgh, Learning Research and Develop-
ment Center, University of Pittsburgh. June
1976.

Contracton Learning Research and Devel-
opment Center

3939 O'Hara Street
Pittsburgh, Penrssylvonia 15260

114LVEMENT OF PRIVATE SCHOOL STU-
DENTS IN TITLE

This study is concerned with the degree to
which Title I provides private school students with
the services to which they are entitled. Title I
Ili_elfiCallY includes aaaPublic school children.
:nay are counted in determining the number of
lole4icanks children living in a clunty and thero-
tors help determine its Title I allocation. Under
ESEA, nonpublic school etulists Should have the
some opportunity to tee- No Title I services as
they would hove !were they attending public
who&
Method

The ME Notional Survey of Canpensatory
. Education collected inforrnation regarding the
quantity end quality of swvices -delivered to
wheats school students in 100 school districts.
This sunray. attoblIshed cppradmate numbers of
mittpublic, school students Involved in Title 1

pirograms and the cweragi number of instruction
'4 Italy. mash.. 'The cantigctor carried out a
lutiand stud, of appredmatety- 50 school districts

in order to review carefully the procedures used
by these districts to establish the eligibility of
public and nonpublic school students, plan Title I
programs, and deliver services.

Findings_

The NIE National Survey of Compensatory
Education found that:

I. Only.,43% of Title I districts with
nonpublic school studentt are
providing Title I services to any
of these pupils.

2. Services are provided to an esti-
mated 4% of the nonpublic stu-
dents living in Title 1 districts.

3. While porticipatingpublic school
children r ve an average of
3b hours compensatory in-

.
struction . week, 'nonpublic
school pupils ve an average
of I hour per week.

The second study, done by the Council at
American Private Education, found +oh

I. In most of the local educational
owicies studied, children with
the same level of -educational
disadvantage had less chance of
receiving Title r services if they
were enrolled in private schools.
and they received fewer anal
powers:antic:is:

2. Only 10% of state educational
agencies consistently examined
the degree to which local educa-
tional agencies involve nonpublic
school children.

3. Fewer than -259 of the local
educational agencies studied as-
veyed the nonpublk school popu-
lation for eligible students. Most
simply guessed at the napultlie
student population and its rice i
needs.

Vitullo-Martin, Thomas W.
. Deliver/ of Title I

School Students. New York, N.Y.:
an American Private Education. Interim
Report, October 1977. .
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Controctort Thomas W. Vito llo-Martin
Council on American

Private Eckscation
710 West End Avenue
New fork, New York

TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE OF COMPENSA-
TORY EDUCATION TEACHERS

Title 1 was enacted, in part, on the prernisit
that the American' educational system had largely
foiled poor and minority dtildren. Among the

to Improving Instruction of such
reildrceIrtchts to move the quality of the teochirig
they receive. This has-been done Jby providing
teachers wilt special training &Feigned to, be
pa rtkvlarly suited to compensatory education
Students or by selecting teachers who have hod
special training. In addition, 'teachers who hove
Viscid training may be providing compensatory
education even without specidl district training or
selection programs.

The questions addressed in this study area

I. To extent do school dis-
0

tricts offer special training pro-
grams to their compensatory
education teachers?

. What types of training do dis-
tricts offer,

3. HcAV do districts select compen-
satory education teachers?

O. What ore the qualifications of
compensatory education teach-
ers?

Method

The National Survey of Compensatory Edu-
.., cation collected information about Title 1 and

state compensatory education services 'delivered
- by a nationally representative sample of school
Alletricts. _As one part of the survey, questions
were asked about: district use of 'Title I 'funds to
provide leacher 'training, district feeder assign-
ment criteria far compensatory 'education
teachers, end teachers' lama( education; recent
inservice trebling and college courses; and teach-
ing esperience. The dote collected from this
serlesrof cipeestIons were then analyzed to answer
the study questiOre.

t

Findiner 1
The study showed that nearly three - quarters

of the local educational agencies (LEAs) that
receive Title 1 funds did provide some teacher
traininn in 1975-76. However, this tra:ning was
funded from q variety of sources. Only about one-
quarter of these Title I districts used Title) funds
to support inservice training. This amounted to
$8.322 million In' expenditures, or less than 0.5%
of the $1.739 billion in Title I expenditures.

Various types of fronting were considered to
be important, and no Single subject matter or skill
area emerged a consistently necessary.. The most
hiOtly ranked training content ,area was instruc-

. timel content, but other areas, such a instruc-
;Hand support, ;donning, evaluation, and Ono-.
.scphical and background topics, were also
frequently important to LEA programs. the
training methods favored by LEAs were informal
and short term (e.g., staff meetings," workshops,
and consultations with . specialists) rather than
format, ocacismic, and long term.

.

Methods for selecting compensatory educe-
tionteachers usually involved selection by district
personnel and principals. About one-third alt the
LEAs accepted volunteers, and one-sixth used

. other recruitment methods Such as selection by
parents. The most popular criterion for selection
of compensatory educiation teachers was academic
training in tory education. About ..one-
third of the Title I districts used experience
working with educationally disachrontoged children
as a criterion. A wide variety of other criteria
were also used in various districts.

Compensatory education teachers generally
had high levels of formal and informal training
and of teaching experience. The high level of
formal training is reflected in the fact that over
65% have at Jeast master's degree, whereat
about 27% of homeroom teachers of compt isatory
education students, Most of *horn do not provide
compensatory education instruction, have master's
degrees. Recent; informal "(i.e., inservice) train-
ing is also typical of compensatory education
teachers: ,Over receiver! lame training in the
6 months prior, to being interviewed, compared
with about 21% of homeroom teachers of =Moo-
salary education students. The rewords of recent
training are similar averaging about 25 hours for
compensatory education teachers and about .23
hours for homeroom teachers. Finally, compen-
satory education teachers, like homeroom
teachers of compensatory education students, are
generally experienced fathers. Each group
averages about 10 years of leacNng experience.

These data 'most That Title I does in fact
provide special services to students by employing
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specially trained teachers to deliver compensatory
instruction: The findings also refvfe charges that

achlsvon'. are shortchanged:1M their instruo-
tkwo by:" being delepatecE to the legit qualified

to *ocher, WhO have Uttle career
comniteadIVIard to asmpeneatory . instruction. Fur-ther; the fort" that experienced and highly
qualified teachers arl. providing compensatory
instruction combined with the fact that districts
select compensatdry etucation teachers based an
their %mocha' training nd experience in campers-.
eatery education (rather than using teacher
seniority) suggests tho ;districts are not placing
teachers into compensatory education positions a
a way to keep than e lief-eyed a the-nurnber of
hooding jabs declines.

Report

Findings will be reported in ME's final
report to Congress, which will be. available in
'September j978.

PEVIEW AND SYNTHESIS OF STUDIES OF ACTI-
VITYBASED APPROACHES TO MATHEMATICS
TEACHING

The primary objective of this review was to
identify the most viable facets of octivity-based
instruction, especially as these might apply to
children needing compensatory education.

Method

.To
were followed

accomplish the purpose, four procedures
'

i. A comprehensive data base on
activity-based approaches to
mathematics instruction in
grades K-8 .vas compiled.

2. Program components and factors
related to the use of materials
were analyzed.

3. Rauh, and conclusions were
interpreted.

4. Finding' frau *operate reports
and studies were synthesized into
a set of recarrnendotions for
activity-bused' teaching which
shows the greatest promise
for madrnizing mathematics
achievement and improving atti-
tudes towivd mathematics.

The research- studies to be analyzed were
selected an the basis oft

,
Appropriateness of level and .
content

2. Appropriateness of the type of
material or approach, with
emphasis on research reports
which present a clear, explicit

foldescriptilowed
on of the procedures

3. Evaluation of the experimental-
type studies in order to exclude
studies v) poorly designed that
their findings are meaningless

Findings,

In almost half of the considered studies,
students having instruction in which manipulative
materials were used scored significantly higher an
achievement Anti than students who hod instruc-
tion in which rnaniPulative materials were not
used. In almost the sane number of studies, the
two groups scared much the sane; few instances
were found in which the group not using materials
scored Naha. Thus-, lessons -.using manipulative
materials have. a higher probability of producing

greater mathematics achievement than do non -
manipulative lessons.

.

Only 3 of 28 findings favored the use of
symbols alone; only one study favored pictoriat
treatments used alone. In seven instances, as* of
manipulative materials -was favored over
sequences in which manipulative materials were
not used. In nine instances, use of manipulative
materials and pictorial representationr resulted In
higher achievement than use of symbols alone.
The concrete thus appeared to play arm important
role In effective programs.

Research in which the number of embod-
iments fie a mathematical idea hems 4eion the focus
resulted In no significant' . differences
achievement in three of four studies.

In three of eight studies, manipulation of
materials by students was favored over having
students watch the teacher demonstrate with
materials. In four Other studies, no significant
differences were found. It appears that individual
manipulation by the learner- is rot the only woy
cNidren learn; it can be effective to watch the
teacher demonstrate.

Aerate a variety of mathematical topics,
studies at EverY grade level support the Impor-
tance of the use of manipulative materials. Little



evidence was found that manipulative materials
are effective at lower grade levels.

. The use of materials appears to be as
effective at one achievement and one ability level
as at anotherthat is, high achievers -and those
with high ability profit from the use of materials
as much as low achievers and those of lowability.

Although- the data are sparse; the use of
materials appears to be at least as effective at
one socioeconomic level as at-another..

Students using activity-oriented programs Or
units can be expected to achieve as well qs or
better fhan students using programs not empha-
sizing activities.

Certain games can be used to promote
specific learning outcomes, but research has not
yet clearly focused on the effectiveness of games
for teaching basic 'elementary school mathematics
topics.

Reports

Higgins, _ion L. - 'The Role of Activities in
Mathematics Instruction." Unpublished
paper presented at. the 1976 Annual Con-
vention of the School Science and Mathe-
matics Association.

Suydam, Marilyn N., and JOn L. Higgins. Activity-
Based Learning in Elementary School Mathe-
matics: Recommendations from Research.
Cohsnbus, Ohio: ERIC Center for Science,
Mathematics, and Environmental Education.
September 1977.

Suydarn, Marilyn N., and Jon L. Higgins. Evimv
and Synthesis of Studies of Activity -Based
Approaches to Mathematics-reaching. Final
Keparl, National institute of E..x.ation,
Contruct No. 400-75-0063. September 1976.

Suydam, Marilyn N and Alan Osborne. "Review
of Research on Manipulative and Other
Materials." in A Literature Review and
Analysis Related to Assessment of Needs
and tins Practices in US. Schools in

I Science. Mathematics:
and-SocrEducatibie Mathematics Educa-
tion R . Final-Report, !Weflonal Science

Contract No. C76-20627.
August 1977.

Contractor: The Ohio State University
400 Lincoln Tower
Columbus, Ohio 43210
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RELATIONSHIP OF STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
TO COMPONENTS OF READING PROGRAMS
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

Purpose

Local education monies and national corn4
pentatOry education funds are frequently. focused
on special programs to Improve . the reading
achievement of elementary school itudents. This
study examined characteristics of mon"-different
reading prdgranis and was directed toward identi-
fying those characteristics associated with read-
ing achievement test gains. Such information
should be helpful to educators and policymakers
since it increases our understanding of the effects
of the allocation of resources within the school
for reading programs. -----

Method

Reports of recently implemented 'treading
programs were located, and data including school
and program descriptors, as well as individual
student achievement scores, were solicited from
project staff in 36 communities. The data were
analyzed to determine the relationship between
achievement gain scores and program character-
istics and also to identify characteristics of the
schools serving the poorer readers. A second part
of the study analyzed reading achievement tests
and speculated about differences in achieV'ement
at different elementary grade levels.

Findings

Characteristics of Schools Serving a Large
Number of Poorer Readers. In these programs,
students who were considered' poorer readers
came from larger schools in lower socioeconomic
urban areas with fewer white students. In these
schools there was less teacher training,. leis
teacher curriculum development, fewer. con-
sultants, and fewer dollars spent per pupil.
However, there were more sociul workers for stu-
dent might be expected because of the
St te greater problems. Other differences
seemed to vary with Bode level.

Program Characteristics Related to Gain
Scores for Low-Achieving Groups. This research
provided' evidence that progrqm cherocteristics.do

-contribUte to differences in the reading achieve-
ment gains fax low7achieving students even after
accounting for socioeconomic level and ethnicity.

Several program characteristics were
frequently associated with higher gain scores fax
the low-achieving groups and warrant further
attention. These were: individual or small-group
instruction, reading specialists, teacher training,
and Parent Advisory Councils.
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, The nature of the contribrition of
components to. gains var across aid within
grade levels_for dfferent prIarans, - This finding
Indicates that no one prosi to reading instruc-
flan is consistently ta:le most effective. Rather,
prograns that problems specific tot-their
locale and student, needs should be encounsOed.

Differences in .Achlevemiht Tests and 'Test
Performance Across Grade Levels 1-6. 'Maly
of . reading achlevemeni- tests indicated that the
tests differ widely in their structure and crotent,
with sanetesU,requiring more complex responses
and others priding more difficult queitions.
Nonethelees, no ate .measexe Was found to be
consistently more demanding-that. eny other. It
was deteradmici, however, that test scores re-
fleeted different skills in Afferent tests.

Comparison of test performance across
tests, using cross-sectional data, Indicated that'.
16w-scorIng students mode different gains at
different grade levels. Yearly growth measured
by reading achievement tests wasrslightly better
at the ICAVEW grade levels. However, most
startling was the drop in test scores between the
end of one school year. and the beginning of the
next. These data suggest that the "loss" over the
summer may be a major contriburcir to steadily
decreasing scores...

Report

Popp,.Helen M.,. and Marcus Lieberman. A iIudy
of the Rekitionslaki of Student Achievement
to Components -a Reading Programs' and

Trwironment Characteristics. Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard Graduate School of Educa-
tion. May 1977;

Contractort Harvard University
..--roduate School of Education
Ray E. Larsen Hall
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

LOCUS AND
ARY
NATURE OF READING PROBLEMS

-IN ELEMENT SCHOOLS .

In all elementary schools in the United
States, teachers attempt to help- childipen acquire
basic reading processes and profit-144 reading
proctkces. To a Orater or lesser degree, teachers
engage children in certain activities .designed to
teach Merit how-to read

Thit study addressed two questions: to what
degree do the characteristics of reading instruc-,

34

tion prOgrans influence.pupili athlete:Merit, and
to what degree .are' these effects _dependent on
students previous achievement, reading level,
age, socioeconomic status, and sex? A brood
synthesis of pirevious research on reading problems .
also was conducted. t

Method

The central element of this st4xly is based. on.
a reanalysis of data collected for if* U.S. Office
of Education by the Eduaational:TeS
under a contract emitted "A Des or tive and'
Analytic Study Of Compensatory R ng' Pro-
grams.". The data base consists of I ion
from 264, Schools -on 57494 children.
piing unit used is an instructional group in r.
'aid the variables chosen forinvestigaticin fall
two categoriesinstructional time 'and instruc-
tional emphasis.

Throug.h a series of analyses of covariance,
the effectiveness of compensatory reading .pro-
grans for different grade.ond socioeconomic
levels and for various reading skills was assessed.
The same data set was'used tO exçrnine, through
analysis of variance, the dffe#nce between
children in regular versus
on different skills, such as decod
hension, at different grade levels. -

1Findings -
".

Programs
and crompre

Within, the constraints of the investigation,
instructional characteristics of reading programs
were observed to hove an impact on reading
achievement: The findings Suggest that time in .formal reading' instruction is an educational
variable that is likely to increase achievement in
reading. Specifically, the tesearchlia- itciades
that:

--
I. Instructional time in formal

reading instruction had the
greatest impact on children in
2d-grade compensatory educa-
tion programs.

2. Instructional time seemed to
influence low-SES children more
than middle-, and high-SES chil,
drat at the 6th-grade level.. At
the 2e-grade level, The combina-
tion of time and SES was not
important. .

3. The. type of instructional empha-
sis in reading programs hod less
linpact on achievement than the
amount of instructional time.

. ,
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Report-

Guthrie, John T., S. Jay Samuels, Victor- Martuza,
Mary Seifert, S. Jane Tyler, and Glenoce
Edwall. A Study.Of theLocus and-Ndture of
Reading Problems in the Elementary School.
SectiOns I and.'II. Newark, Del.: Inter-
national Reading Association. 'June 30, 1976.

ControCtor: International Reading Association 2.
800 Barksdale flood .

Newark, Delakare 1971 I

CHARAOTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE INDI-
VIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION PROGRAMS

The main purpose Of this study was to
identify the charocteristics of effective or suc-
cessful' individualized instruction programs,
including both compensatory education programs
and programs serving a broader student popula-
tion.' More specific objectives of the study were
to compile and analyze available information to
provide answers to the following questions:

I: What are the major definitions of
the term "individualized instruc-
tion" in the literature, and how
do they differ?

I.

2. What program elements or vcri-
ables appear to be characteristic
of successful or effective indi-
vidualized instruction programs?

3. HoW do successful or effective
individualized instruction pro-
grams cluster in terms of theo-
retical models or empirical
groups?

4. How, appropriate are the various
assessment instruments used to
measure the effectiveness of
individualized instruction pra.
grams?

Method

The approach to the study of the character-
istics of effective-. individualized *. instruction
programs vi led for reviewing the work of other
evaluators and applying a series of screening
criteria in order to identify effective or success-.
NI programs of individualized- Instruction.
Evaluation -reports on program effectiveness were
identified, obtained, and reviewed for appro-,
Priateneas. Frorg those programs identified as

successful in the,evaluation reports, those that
were individualized were selected based, on a
broad definition of "individualized instruction."
The specific criteria used to seleCt the indivi-

.

dualized programs were:

I. The pgogram must be an initructional
program for students in which the
teaching of reading, mathematics, or
both is a primary goal.

2. The instructional program must allow
each student to purtue a formal or
informal program or course of studies
planned by, with, or for him an the
basis of a diagnosis of his learning
needs or requirements.

The instructional program must have
been in use at the elementary level (K-
6).

4. The instructional program must have
demonstrated cognitive or affective
benefits. _

5. The program should not be classed as a
bilingual program or be targeted
exclusively for physically or mentally
handicapped children.

Seventeen "popular" programs of indivi-
dualized instruction not identified from the eval-
uation repbrts were also, included in the study.-.
Any information needed aboutvthe individualized
instruction programs other than what was con-
tained in the evaluation reports was then col-
lected. 'Information' about the 74 successful
reading prograns and the -42 successful mothe-:
matics programs- which were included was then
coded-and used to analyze and synthesize findings.
Reviews of the literature were Made, as neces-
sary, to determine the major definitions of the
term "individualized instruction" and to obtain the
opinions of various authors about the appropriate-
ness of assessment instruments 'wed to measure
program effectiveness.

Findings

On both the theoretical -and operational
levels, programs of individualized ;instruction are
heterogeneous.

I. AMOng the individualized
instruction programs identified
as effective or successful, .58%
of the reading programs were
targeted for disadvantaged or --.
low-achieving students, while
37% were targeted for all stu-'
dents.. -Conversely, more mathe-



matice were targeted
.for all: .(60%) than for.
disadvantaged or low-ochloilng
'students (36%).

2. The. successful individualized
Instruction prograMs that were
identified were used in one or
more of three WO* .. for all of
the instruction in reading 'or
mathematics; ..for supplemental
or remedial work; or for
enrichment work; Most of them
(62%) :were used for all of the.
instruction in reading or mathe-

..matici, and '014-of the stUdents in
a given grade level or. oil of the
students in the school.
attended.. When a . program was

- - used primarily for supplemental
or remedial instruction, the
students who attended were
usually identified by a . formal
difignostic procedure. .

13. Some of the successful indivi-
dualized, instruction .programs.
Were usd in small schools or
school districts, while. others .

were used in. large schooll or
districts. Many, however,. were
used by only a relatively small
number of students. About 40%
of the ,successful individualized
programs identified in this study
were used by fewer than 500.
students.

There seem to be a number Of instructional
features. or practices -common to most of the.

..identified successful- programs of individualized
instruction. Some of them ores

I. Mast of the successful programs
had written instructional objec-
tives. About 90% of. the pro-
grams had written instructional
objectives; and for 75% the
objectives were quite specific.
For about 70% of the programs
the instructional objectives were
devekiped by program staff,
rather than having been adopted
from another source.

2. Student learning' needs or
requirements, were diagnosed
frequently. About 25% of the
programs provided for doily or
-continuous ,dlognosis, 46% for
dieresis at the beginning Of a
unit of instruction, and 46% for

diagnosis at the .beginning
semester or School year.. Many
Programs Provided AlognoSis

-.." More than one of these ports.
Criterion-referenced achieve-
ment tests Were the most often
.usecrsource of data on individual
Student learniffg: needs' and
requirements' upon which "pro-
grans .of . studies were pre-. scribed. They were- used for
ab.out. 72% of the -successful
programs. Student post perform-
ance was also: a frequently used
source of diagnostic data

3. Eighty-four percent of the
programs studied provided
instruction five, times per week.,
Several programs provided
instruction four times or less per
Week. However, . the length of
the instructional period per day
ranged from less. than 15 minutes
to over 90 minutes.

4. In most , of the successful Pro-.,
grans of individualized InstrUc-
tion, a given unit of instruction
was studied until a Specific level
of mastery was reached. This
Was foUnd for 77% of . the suc-
cessful programs. About 80% of
the .programs allowed each stu-
dent _a different amount of time .

to completee'unit of instruction;
and most of these allowed the
'student to start a' new unit as
soon as the previous one was
completed. These are two condi-
Hans necessary icsr---icelf-pocirrg,
or allowing students to .progress
at their own rote.

5. Most of the successful programs
used. a variety of instructional
materials. EIghtraix percent- of
the successful Programs used a
wide range of leaMing materials,
while t 87%. had alternative
materials that could beamed for
mastering a given Instructional
objective.

6.- . A number of class organizations
for instructional purposes were
used by most of the successful
Programs. In 75% of the .pro-
grams, students worked indepen-
dently; with occasional guidance
as needed.. Small groups of two



programs cdtended
isvh*.tsad been' identified

by

formal diagnostic': pro- ,
ceduret Itendad to' have-a ansolier-
closed*

Some Instructional' features.. or 'practices
. often considered necessary for successful indivi-
duatization do not seem to be esisentidj. , For

..escarnPles . .

I. SUcceesful individUalized.instruc
lion programs need not hove a
smog class size. Fifty-two per -'
'cent of the programs that were
studied had a class size of 21 to
30 students.' Although the

;median student/adult ratio was
1031. for reading programs and
14s1 for mathematics programs,_
about 309x; of the programs had a
ratio greater than:20s l.

2. There seems to be no. particular
relationship between class size
and class . organization for
Matra/aflame! , purposes. For
example ,. the percentage of
successful individualized

prograns having smallrgroup or
puriult- did not vary

much regardless. of clasp size.
. .

3. Successful "programs of indivi-
dualized instruction can operate
without a specially written
vidual plan or contragtfor each
student. Only racimately
60% if the progrant that were
studied hod such a document.

; .The'procedurecused asseas the effectlim-
Ass of individualizeil 'instruction" programs were
fairly lrodtiand. Most of the tests used for
Program. evaluation wire commercial, norm-
!aforesaid; standardizedPohisivernent tests. Most
neglectid was . the avelsiatian , noncognitive

with many program stating
but not reporting anrattempt to

:degree sou whids they were attained.

fits .highly..lraformatisis literature exists. anitermipix=r- of using . standardized. or
tests to evaluate the effec-

tiveriwe orindkildbalized zitistruction programs.
Theielipmbably concern' in this area but so for

the problem hat not. been directly 'addressed. The
. literciture indicated, however, that While

standardized' tests Ore net. ideal *nirvanas 's for
evalisating isidIvidualiked program , they. Ore efif..

_c:teat` and reliable, and' they cover important
aspects Of reading and mathematics achievement .,
reaionably. wet 1.

Wright
E"

and IgAsltte ltZstetivev
0

valuation and
Research, Inc. April 1977.

Cantracton Educational Evaluation and
Research, Inc.

250 South Castcinya Way .
Menlo Park, California 94025

SYhal-ESIS OF THE FINDINGS OF FEDERAL
STUDIES OF ESEA TITLE I

Purpose

The investigation of Compensatory educe-
tion, and in particular of Title I, is best viewed.in
the context of the many prior attempts to find out
how that system works. This project reviewed .
previoUs major evaluations of the Title [prograin
to provide not only a synthesis of the result; of
the studies, but . also a clear explanation of the
many controversies surrounding the methods used
inevalUating.compensatorpeducation.

Method

The review was carried out 'between October
1975 and July 197`1. Discussions with-N1E,
reference to earlier ttempts at synthesis; recons-.
mendotions of leaders in field, and a search of
ERIC led to the selection of the major studies-Jo
be reviewed. References to some of the other
corroborative studies were added where aOpro-
priate.,,

Each of the IS summaries of previous
studies produced relied mainly on quotations from .

original. final reports, but the Information Was
recategarized.toaid comparisbn between studies.
The synthesis of the results of the studies focused

. on four areas:

I. Assessments of the extent to
which participating- students
Were properly selected

Ti types . of freatmirsts
-delivered to students under the
name compensotaryeducation



3. The ,effectiveness of treatments
In dealing with . the ,needs of
'educationally- disodvantaged
children

4. The major problems in Title I
Iplementation

. ...

The mer4 -.Me-thodological controversies
were discussed as they related to 10/ large
evaluation issuer within the categories of ,design,
sampling, measurement, and analysis. "Asa result

the review .of. methodological 27
recomMendations were made a:Nicer:Ong the

..__Jutur of evaluating compensatory education.

Findings,

Two type0 s of results from this review canbe
summarized* substantive findings and Methodo-
Jogical findings.

The first substantive findings 'concerned
participant 'selection. The preponderance of
evidence. Indicated that, generally, participating
students were bbth economiCally tend educa-
tionally disadvantaged.' The match was far from
perfect, however, possibly due to the difficulty of

. 'reaching disadvantaged children in neighborhoods
not generally impoverished. Substantive findings
on treatment delivery were characterized by
diversity. Project goals range from increasing.
cognitive achleirensent to building self-images
teachers, parents, peer tutors, reading' specialists,
and teachers' aides help deliver compeniatorY
education. to children:. subject Matter includes

. primarily reading and mathematics but 'also Cu,..
tural enrichment; environinents range . from
regular classrooms and, special ,classroom s- to the
home Tend. special loboratorie4 environments are
Von etrootur--4,Indivicloollzed or in woups;
and activities include kits of special lessons,
audiovilual emserionces,:games,'.ikamatics, paying-
children to learn, parent training, and counseling.
The primary fetus of Title .1 has been on directly
improving reading and language skills of children
in . the priMary grades and that focus has
'Increased our the pried of Title I operation.

Concerning overall effectiveness, the exist,
ing studies have not provided conclusive evidence.
While it that students in Title I have

. neither up to their-group norms nor fallen
further 'behind than they would have without the
Program, if is not clear whether they are gaining
at Oil an : their peeng-4 '. Concerning differential

..effectiveness of different- treatments, the results
of fkild.avaluations are particularly weak because
of the .many threats to. valkgty that occur when
treatments cannot be ,assigned randomly- to stu-
;dints .as they wOuld Win an expirlinent. One
result, hoviever, 'has been found with some regu-

, involvenient of ! paren ts in .teaching their
chlidrerils important.

Seven -Major probkinSseinain . for the Title I
*yetis's:AO ebbe: improving the interpretability of
regulations: Thsproulog the validity .of evaluatiOns,
finding `Ways to assure parent involvement, finding
Ways to reach-all disadvantaged children, develop-
ing more effective methods of delivering compen-
soh* educiltion, developing a strategy /Or, con-
tinued improvement of methods, and developing a
strategy for building on Individual differences in
processes of acquiring cognitive skills.

On the methodological aspect of the review,
27 recommendations for improving evaluation
emerged., The most important of these were:

I. Future evaluations of the impact
of compensatory education
should include comparisons of
participating children's achieve-
ment against a priori, or
absolute, standards Of expected
'achievement as well as, or
instead of,. relative comparisons
against the performance of
statistically equated comparison

2. Long-term longitudinal' studies,
making use of overlapping
cohorts where possible, are
necessary- to evaluate the ulti-
mate impact of Title I. .

_ .

3. The 'use of quantitatively rep-
resentative samples should be
limited to instances where the
information need is for quantita-
tive estimates of program
operating characteristics; in
other cases, 'such as testing
hypotheses about, relationships,
other sampling methods are more
efficient. 1.

4. Achievement data in compen-
satory education._ evaluation
should be-intetpieted in terms of
models of cognitive growth
processes. If ..order for this to
occur, Art her research in basic
skills is necessary, and the
results of that research must be
adapted for use in evaluation

--studies.

5. Analysis of covariance is a
reasonable method for carrying
out comparisons of nonequivalent
groups, but only if supplemented



shbsidiary anislyies that.
invesfigate-OrnoN1 athet-.thiP01:
(1) the relliabilittr Of ;Cervailefesi
(2) the residual nonowlialenca
after !Sortie:Brig .out the.,effects
Of covariatest (3)the functiOnal

. fond of the regresska:' tunctioni
and (4) the isalittiritY of can-1
elusions to violations in, the
asiumptions that remain
untested.

A great .deal has been learned about
compensatory.. education and about educatiaial

-evaluation In. the period sG:ce.. 1965. It is
important 'to view this period aro fomiative one
and to built-on it to provide adequate education
and adequate evaluation in the 1980's.

.
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RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTIVEPESS OF COM-
PENSATORY EDUCATION PROGRAMS: A
REANALYSIS OF DATA

Fier *tidies of. compensatory educatiohpve
inVartigeted the issue of sustained efforts, and..
most. of these . are. restricted ' to preschool .

prairams. .The purpose of this research is to
1114111019210- Previously collected evaluation data to"
11110110#0. Whether or .not impact of
Oanipensatory Semites at the elementary school
levolls-susfalned.

Method

For each. of four compensatory education
programs, achieveinent. gains were calculated
based on at . least two !periods of the

. traditional fall pretest to wing poittest (school.
rice) evaluation period, and a 12irtionth,1:fall4or.
fall-period-that included the summer .foilowingthe'
program.. Then '-'Ccnclusions': were ItraWn., 'about
program effectiveness based on ,:three 'standards

'for success, aild.the .coricluslorz for -the differerit
time periods were :compared. These Standards are

.derived -from those previously .tited ft: evaluating
compensatory education . programs 'and Use the ,

norms of standardized tests as the 'fianie of
reference.. Two of this standar& areeipiessed
grcide equivalents: a rate of gain of I grode,
equivalent .month for each month in the program
and an annum rate of 8 months. . . The third
standard is a gain of 10:percentile points. In the .
abierice of information on. the' expected
achievement of disadvantaged. siudents without:
compensatory education experience,. the
investigators did not select a "best" standard, but
rather demonstrated the extent to which
conclusions about effectiveness differ according
to the standard and the period of time used.

Findings

The primary finding of these analyses is that
conclusions abo ut program. effectiveness,

r
ess of what standard is used,,, are greatly.

IVlaruedriced. by the period of time over which the
program. Is judged. Specifically, the inclusion of
the summer. months in the evakiation can
substantially reduce estimates 'of achievement and.
often reverse positive judgnients of program
effectiveness. . This results from the faCt that
losses in achievement' oftenocCur over ''.1fte.

I 'summer. In three of the (four data sets presented,
gains during the school year.. were followed* by
Won over the summer. . In the 'fourth, although
there was not an actual achievement lots aver the
summer, there was a' reduction in rate of
achievement.

Different standards for a:in.:vault hi
different conciesions . about program effettive
MSS. The research has not explieltycompored the.

. standards with eachother since the primary
interest Wad the effect of the time period on each
standard.' Nevertheless, I the 10-percentile-point
standard' is more stringent than the two Standards
that entail grade-equivalent scores and. thus less.
likely to be met; especially during,the 12-morith;
fall-to-fall evaluation: .

The extent .to which individual In each
sample follow the pattiert discovered In means
was investigated. in the five samples studied, the :[
achirniement patterns: of a majority of : the

I n
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individual students were the same as the patterns
of the means. It can be concluded, therefore, that
the consistent finding of school year gains, and
summer losses- is not a, function of a small number
of individuals in the sample with large-summer

, losses.'

The relationship between the size of the
schoO1 year in and the size of the simmer gain
(usually loss) for individuals was also studied.
Although the correlations describing ' this
relationship are. fraught with measurement error,

_..they were large enough. to indicate that' there is
an association between amours', of school year gain
and Summer Iasi. Specifically, students whet gain
the most over the school year -tend to be those
who' lose OW most over the summer. 'However,
analYses of the relationship between school year.
gain and 12-month gain suggest that the ranking
of students by size of gain does not shift
.dramatically from the end of one school year. toti nningtbeginning of the next.

:These data. represent the only. attempt to
address the issue of summer! loss with several
longitudinal data sets, thereby eliminating the

. confounding introduced by cross-sectional data.
Although only four data sets were analyzed, they
represe.nt different programs, age levels, subjects,1
tests, and schools: The findings of summer losses
ore quite consistent across all of these variables.
COmbined- with questions raised by preyious
research,' such as the it consistenclea between
school year 'evaluation results- and the' results of

...annual statewide testing programs, the existence
,of r losses appears to be quite common for'

festally disadvantaged students. Therefere,
, thit phenomenon should be taken into account in

, designing and -carrying out evaluations of
. compensatory education prograins. .

it should be noted that the data demonstrate
that programs can show- evidence of sustained
effects. Hence, a longer evaluation time period
does 'not imply that all programs would be judged
ineffective.

Report

David, Jane L., and Sol H. Pelavin. Research on
Effectiveness of C tory

E ion Pr anis s of Data.
. T977.

ContraCton SRI International
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menlo Park, California 94025

DISTRIBUTION AND CONCENTRATION OF
TITLE I FUNDS IN NEW JERSEY..

Purpose

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education' Act of 1965 (ESEA) was enacted "to
provide financial assistance to Local 'Educational
Agencies serving areas with concentrations of
Children from low-income families to expand and .

improve theii 'educationall; prograMs by various
. means which contribute particularly to ,meeting .

the special education needs of educationally
deprived children."

. New Jersey received for fiscal year 1975:46.
(*Proximately. $49 million to be used for ESEA
Title I projects. Presently, little is known
concerning- the distribUtion and particularly the
effect of the dispersal and use Of- theise TitIei
funds on educational achievement. TO address
these...problems,' an extensive New Jersey- ESEA
Title I data base' for 197546 was designedi and
developed. In the.Oresent research; this data base
was used in conjunction with other data .bases to
determine the effect of the Title program. :

I

Method

-.The project consisted of two distinct
segments: data , aollectionb and analysis and
presentation-6f the information.

..tiscti _on. Each fiscal year; local
:Moo .,..Eocx1_.agent es As) that are applying for
ESEA Title-I funds are required to subMit,to the
New Jersey. Department of Education an extensive
and detailed application form. The Title i date
base was developed from infernation containedln
these applications.

Two types of data were crollectedschOol
district information and school information. The.
district data included information concerning
Title I eligibility, program enrollment, staffing,
and budgets. The 'school information included
program enrollment and staffing data.

-
.These data bases were then merged with the

foljowing. existing . New Jersey' Department of
Education.. data bases: (1) the 1975 New Mersey
Educational Assesiment Program's Statewide':
Reading and Matheinatics Test results; (2) Federal .

programs ,dissesnineted In New Jersey: and (3) the
New Jersey school district dernograPhic data base.
In this manner, a comprehensive ESEA Title I data
base was develope&

Data Analysis and Presentation. A variety of
descriptive statistics were developed from the
data . Additionally, Correlational analyses were
performed. to determine' whether relationships



-exist`
' Pr oT

FIndi

betWeedthe Title I data, testing data, and
dissemination dpta..

Certain general relar4d.ships between E5EA
Title I and -. educations': achievement. were
evidenced...

.

Those S..,EAs with 'higher average
staff iltio f zalarieo were usually
the ones with. the poorer.
perterming Students in 7biettr7,_
reading and Mathembtics.' The
keY to this relationship. lies'. in I
the definition of alargeeverage-
salary figure. Where a' high .

average salary ,figure represents .

high-pay to few. staff members,1
it may be concluded that a small
Title I staff is' not effectivebi
meeting the academic needs of

. the stucmts. . 1 ;

2. There was on inverse relationahip
between . achievemeht 'and sty-
dent/instructor ratio. This Vela-
tionship strengthens the coriclu-
lions drawn from the relationship
betiteen achievement and:salary
per instructor. Those LEAs with
a larger ratio (i.e., fewer

~instructors to serve the students)
Were the poorer performing
LEAS. "This result, when taken.
in context with the. achieve-
Ment/salarrper-instructor curt.
relation, may indicate* that those
LEAs with a, small but well-paid,'
Title J staff are not adequately
milting the student needs.

There should be .a larger staff,
resulting in .0 .qnaller
student /instructor ratio...

3. There was a, generally positive
relationship between achieve-
thent and time spent.per Iristruc-

; Icy in Title I .instruction. This
may ,4ndicate that. -thou` v.,t,:tr,;3
allotting more time ii.ir: . riucke.rot
per instructor for _Titio i !.i,.struc-
tion were the better pe:formlng
schools.' e The results indicate-
that perheps more time allotted
for these. additional reading and
matherhatictS programs- could.
remelt in increased aChlevernent. .
evels for the students. .

4. *est for isolated instances,
there was no relationship ..

between, achievement and
number of innovative 'programs
adopted or adopted. This may,
however, be an anti fact of the
data. There was not a large .
variability between 'achievement
and number of programs, which-
may cause .spurious correlations.

Report,

i
Koffler,' Stephen' L. An Analysis of Title Data in -

New Jersey. Trenton, N.J.: New Jersey
Department of Education. .1976. -

Contractor: New:Jersey Department of
Education

225 West-State Street
'Trenton, New Jersey 08625
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SURVEY OF TITLE./ LEGAL STANDARI4

'The stud's basic research objective' was to
determine What. additions, :deletions, and
modifications to, the Title:. -1 - statute
reguktlani are, needed to improve :program

SpecifiCally, the contractor. .

the necessity, sufficiency,' cbilsideficy,
and restrictiveness `of 'the Title' t legal

frameWork pertaining to:
. .

-The requirements school .distriets
Mist satisfyltereceiveassistance
under, Title I (414, eligibility` and

.: tatiletleig, of`. aid school .

attendance areas, 'progrcin deilgri,
concentration; i comparability,
sUPPla"riting, and parent involve

.. -
2. ftinctians performed :. b State

eckitational agencies (SEAs)
application approval, technical
isisistain; monitoring, and
.enforcement) .

The. relatlansIdP between. Title 1
. and state canPerentery eduCatkm

Pecgamts
1

'7. U.S. Office 'of Education (0E).
Pro!trc support PcaOkies

O. 'Internal OE memoranda

9. OEI
carrespondence---"With ',States

and local school districts 1

this
= ;

, Based on h:analYsts, per was
entitled: "A Description of Title"), ESSEEAA Legal `
Frirnewailt and Preliminary Analysis of the LEA
Progrant Requirements:" .Upon 'completion of this
aper, the second stage of the project
minced. A survey of haw 10 Statet interpreted .

the, Tit!): 1 requirements was begun...

The ruivey, reviewed
deUeloped by the States, and prelim-. .

determinations were made concernitig,, _

Other thing:#-(1): the sibitanCe .iirid'eXtent
state- reMotions, 'arid .(2),the-caMprehenslie

nen, kernel, consistency, and specificity of three
state . regulation:Y. andi their consistency. with the.
Federal legol.franework. ,

In addition to studying the States'. legal
franeiverks, approximately I week was spent In'
'each State interviewing a wide range of. state
effiCiale. relporaible;;; for the ., administration of
Title.1, including Title=1 directors and their staffs,
audited,* ....and legal 'CoUniel_, .. Then interviews
wile ,conducted betWeen ,DeceMber 1975 and
March-1976: ' . I

The intierViews conducted In the 10 States .

'attempted to detdrminet (I) the-accuracyof the.
01111102WarY 'State interpretation

-conceining..areor which; based on "a Preihr000
reading .Of the Title:',1-iteittite, regulations, guida-
lines, and handbooks, might be 'thought to :be .
ambigimisf(3) perceived pirbletas with the legal
frchWrocchi'".00 (4) areas which' SEAs 'felt were
Mort,impartant to realizing the *poses' of NE.

,

: .

of Title 1 began in July--
1975; was to romplie and analyze
the folleeiloketpcurnentss.

I. Title i statute

2. deinrel.EdUclition Proviilooi.ACt
_gEPS
LiiIStative .-history.. Oortiniittete
reperis'enfloor debate)

.

This 1 and CEPA rep-
.

r4::,



The final' step in satisfying -!the basic.-
,..research 'objective was the preparation of four
'.PolicY papers.: Each paper contains, with respect
to the topics it dsoeses:

I. A' description 'of the major
legal requirements .(using

nonlegal terminology)

2. An' explanation of the pUrpose of
each requiremeg, includinprefer-
ewes to relev4110 portions- 9f the
legislative and regulatory history

An anolysit of the interrelation-
shipranong requirements

4. Examples of policies developed by
10 States

-

5. Model questions. for, Title I appli-
cation forms, application check-
lists, and monitoring instruments

Recommendations for improving
the. clarity of the regulations and '
redUci rig the restrictive aspects, Of'
Title. ..

Find!ncl3

1 Although 'the papers concern different:as-
.peCts of the Title ,.1 legal franework, several

. general conclusions can. be stated. First, with few
.eicceptions, the overall etrUctuie of Title I' is
sound; the edging requirements set forth in .the statute and reoulations maximize the
likelihood 'that-the Title A- 'funds. r l satisfy the
legiskitiVey `of- prodding financial assis-
tance to school dt;tricts; to. expand and
imprOie the educational, programs for Oducation!
ally deprived children residing in low-income
areas. f .Second, '0E5 interpretations (1)' ore
generally' Consistent with the statute, XV are .1
interndlly congstent (1.1k, complying with one
reqUirernent "does, not require contravening a
second requirement), and Perrnit maximum
'flexibility'consistent with the legislative purposes

-- of Title .1. Third, the regulations contain .general.
ataternenteof- Policy bUt do not' eitplalahoWlhese
Pencils:0*J° fie applied krconinonly occurring

-ilitOatiOnstlfertead, these expicsnatrons, appeared in
guideline*:haindbOoki,end COrrespendiric* ell of

have beeneffiClidly superieded: Thin, the 1.
regiolotiona' are not sufficientlY clears i.e., -Sotto
and: Nasal understand the
isinge'..OfTescceptable and Oa-table practices

.

tinder 'Title 1. '...One.'Of the Major: effects of this
lack: of clarity. is Iii t ',OM* state and local schdol .

dietritts pursuing overly restrictive..practices. .

not prescribed by Title i. This research concludes
that Increased, clarity In the regulations sourd-
result in: increased- awareness, -by LEAs -of_ the
flekibility that -the iegai franework grants theol.

-in designing1Vle,1 programs.

The four reports contain ntimenias recom-
mendations for statutory: and- regulatorY.

. modifiCations.
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;STUDY OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF TITLE -I
IN 8 STATES AND 32 SCHOOL DISTRICTS

121_2

This project is o comparative analysis of
case studies of the administration and
implementaticin of ESEA Title .1 in 8 States and 32

'Ioeal school districts, 4 each State. The brood
.purpose of this camper .rive analysis is to provide
the Notional Institute of Education (NIE) and the
Congress with an understanding of the ways in
which and the extent to which Federal and state
administrative activities and practices influence
the management of Title I programs at the local
level. More directly, this study was designed to
accomplish the following:

I. Determine the nature of state
administrative policies and prac-
tices

2. Analyze the factors influer,,:ing
different state Title I administra-
tive policies and practices and the
consequences of such differences
for local Title I administration

3. Suggest -appropriate future
Federal administrative strategies,
encompassing possible changes- in
Federal Title .I
regulatigns, guidelines, and ad-
ministrative procedures

The study examined the extent to which the
structure of Title I adrninistrationlegislative
provisions, program regulations of the Deportment
of Health, Education, and Welfare, and Federal
and state administrative procedurescan and do
lead tb well- administered Title I programs at the
local level. It examined the structural linkages
that constitute Title Is intergovernmental system;
it sought to illuminate the nature old qualin- of
the between the Federal Government
and the States, betiveen the States and their
school die icts between the school districts and
their Title schools, and between school adrninis,-
!raters, teachers, teachers' aides, parents, and
Title I pupils.

Method

Over 1,200 interviews were conducted and a
comparable number of documents reviewed
regarding Title. I administration in 8 States, 32
districts, and 116"wschools. In selecting the
agencies and schools to be included in the case
studies, the primary objective was to maximize
the extent to which key contextual and

45

administrative characteristic& were represented.
Important factors In selecting States included
reported performance on,U.S. Office of Education
evaluations, geographical' location, me-tro-
politanlrural character, presence of a state corn--
pensatory education program, state political
cseture, inclusion in other NE Title I studies,
state educational agency (SEA) organizational,
characteristics, and special problems associated
with individual States. Local district selection
objectives were as follows:

follows:
Funds Allocation Issue Areas

I. School selection
2 . Student selection
3. Concentration of effort
4. Comparability

Prc5rom Development Issue Areas

I. Needs development
2. Program design
3. Parental involvement
4. Evaluation

I. One large urban local educational
ogency (LEA); where possible, the
largest in the State

2. Two middle-sized urban LEAs

3. one relatively small LEA in a
rural area

A number of criteria- were utilized in
selecting Title I schools within each district. The
selection criteria utilized for school selection
included: grade level and span; size of school;
populations (ethnic) served; subdistrict distribu-
tion; principal's tenure and degree of perceived
leadership; Pait Advisory Council involvement;
program emphases; years as a Title 4 school;
participation in , the State's compensatory
education prograri; and status. regarding Title I
regulatory compliance ("exemplary," problem
areas, change over time, etc.)._

To determine program structures and
organizations, the. study teams sought to ascer-
tain approaches, emphases, and practices. related
to these areas of management: planning and
aolicyrnaking; fiscal allocation and, budgeting;
technical assistance; monitoring; and
disseminotion/interpretation. The annual applico-
tion/prcpesol process was also carefully examined.

Eight Title I regulatory areas, four relating
to funds allocation and four emphasizing program
development, were selected for special attention
across the eight case studies. These were as

D



l'Occasionediy_other regulatory areas, such
general aid, supplanting; -coordination, and
nonpublic school participation, were-addressed.

Findinas

Mthough considerable improveMent :in the
administrative performance of SEAi aid LEAs has
been evidenced 'nth* lost S to 7 years, this study
indicates that attention to the TT I regulations
has been decidedly uneven and tfx.. cxlministrative
effectiveness varies considerably in the .eight
St studied. The study also found that the

ent Federal role is often an important factor
nfluencing the nature of basiC state Title 1
aoches to administration.

The following era major conclusions drawn
regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the
Federal Government's current Title I orientation
and policies:

as ^z rnentation ovdr the net decode must begin with

I. The book :framework of the
current. regulations must be
preserved to assure the
attainment of Fedarni goals.

,The regulations, when enforced. Piovide thefouhdation for effective acknioistration of Title I
prograns. They have thus far succeeded in
'establishing and 'protecting the existence of rPlo-garicd Title I programs against countervailing
influences in local and state settings.. 'Without the
earphone* categories' of the Feder& Tlitr. I
regulqtions, the interests of educationally ri
advantaged populations stand in dear granger of
being displaced, by districts and States, an 1,avor
of competing interests. 1-lorsever, serious effort
must be mode to clarify state aid load untio,
standing of the requirements le order to oleos
remaining compli problems, °Aroma* rigid
responses to F expectations, and' promote

a
Prnogram In keeping with local resources

d

2. The intergovernmental relation-
ships that function in Title i in the
mid-I 97(7s should not be viewed
as unrelenting comber between
the Federal Government and state
educational agencies, between
SEAs and their LEAs, nor between
those who accept the principles of
Compensatory education and those
who -wish to use the funds for
otpurpose&

insufficient knowledge and managerial c.a.
city and a number of legitimate local factors and
concerns contribute to problems of Title I pro-
can administration. Improving progrcrn imple-

the dscovery of state and local-resources; needs,
attirixies, knowledge Jerre's, and ackanistrathre
caeocity, The mcklarity of statearid local

contacted during this !study exhibited a
Positive attitude toward 'managing the Title I .

program more efficiently, in basic compliance
with Federal regulations and in a way that
maximizes the probability of effective akica-
tionot programs. A combative odninistrative
style and the overt use of authority seem produc-
five only where States a local districts refuse to
comply with regulations ar refuse to make efforts
to improve the -effectiveness of their programs.
Where Statei and districts are cooperative,
productive intergovernmental relationships mayiequire keeping the use of overt authority and
sanctions in-reserve.

3. During the last few years,
sufficient improvement has -been
mode in program administration in .

many States and local districtsgto
justify confidence6in the basic
ntergovernmental administrative

model embodied in the legislation;
,

The contractor feels that while no -major,

a
assumptionsfundamental change in assumptions is warranted,

number of modifications should be considered in
order tp Amharic* both accountability and procycrn

ty.

64; Most of the 8 States and 32 LEAs
. studied manage Title I in a

manner generally consistent with
Federal expectations and in
manner that has been strongly
influenced by the Federal
Government.

Same of the States and local distritts are
odrninisttering the-Title I program In a manner that
is highly incompatible with Federal expectations,
bot these seem to be In the minority. The large
majority of SEAs and.. LEAs in. this study are
sufficiently well motivated, structured, and
'staffed that they can meet satisfaCtorily most
current Federal expectatiins. Problems remain-
ing in these States and districts are, for the most
part, in _areas where Federal 'expectations are
either not clearly understood a ,tea modest.

5. Federal influence has been largely
eiVctive inducing' States and

44iOricts to address funds alloca-
, lion responsibilitiesOt hen been

for less effective in-_. inducing
States and districts, to attend to
program development respon-
sibiltties.
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The Federal Government has been successful
in fostering the development of a basic system of
state and local policies and procedures for
achieving accountability in the funds allocation
area. This system needs further refinement to
maximize state and local'performance. However,
the system that has evolved is not currently
equipped (in terms of motivation, knowledge, and
capacity) to deal effectively with issues of pro-
gratis development. This deficiency is reflected in
a 6eneral lock of systematic and sustained otters-
tion to these important responsibilities of Statis
and local districEts.

6. The role orientation exhibited by
an SEA is the most critical .deter-
minant of its administrative
performance and the nature of
LEA responses to state odminis-
trative initiatives.

The Federal Gov ment's interests are best
served when stated ational agencies share
Federal procram goals and exert leadership to
assure compliance and program effectiveness.
Ideally, the Federal Government should attempt
to change the role orientation of States that
currently view their Title I responsibilities as an
odministratism chore rather than a leadership
opportunity. Though state and local contextual
factors will probably make uniform attainment of
that objective impossible it appears entirely
possible that the Federal Government con signi-
ficantly.. affect an SEA's role orientation provided
-certain administrative policies and procedures are
changed at the Federal, state, and district levels.

Report

Goettel, Robert J., Bernard*A. Kaplan, and Martin
ti E. Orland. Synthesis Report A Compare-

five Analysis of ESEA Title I, in Eight
States: Syracuse, NLY.: Syracuse Research

proration. October 1977.

Contractor: Syracuse Research Corporation
Merrill Lane
Syracuse, New York 13210

STUDY OF STATE ADMINISIHATION OF TITLE

State educational agencies (SEAs) receive
little specific direction from the Federal-Govern-,
IDcrto from this study are being placed in on
archive. A description of the archive project
rnoy be found on p. 55.

ment regarding hbw they sheuld be organized or
staffed for -purpoies of Title I administration.
State administrative patterns, therefore, have
become individually designed to meet the specific
needs of each State. This study's objective was to
define the variation in' how' States administer
Title I, assess any rifferences this variallicm
makes, and delineate the factors which appear ta
account for these differences. Specific study
questions included:

I. How do States administer Title I
in terms of staffing, 'activities
and relationships with local .edul
cotional agencies (LEAs)?

2. Are there statistically predictable
relationships between, for
example, the we of set-asides or
the existence of particular
features (such as a state compen-
satory education program) and the
level ' or type of SEA Title I
administrative activity?

3. Are there particular patterns of
SEA Title I adminiitration that
appear to be most effective in-
assuring compliance at the local

Method

The basis of this project was data collected
through on-site interviews of Title I directors in
46 States. The survey contained .98 questions
(most of which were closed-end' 4) divided into
two major areas:

4. SEA provisions concerning the
interpretation and dissemination
of U.S. Office of Education (OE)
and state regulationg, monitoring
and enforcement of these regula-
tions; and technical assistance
received

2. Characteristics of the state
Title I office concerning staff
characteristics and utilization;
relationship of the state office to
OE; the existence of a state-
funded compensatory education
program; and the overall achninis-
tration of Title I

After responses were ver;fied, the results
e put into a data base for we in subsequent
lysis. There were several levels of- analysis,

ranging from simple frequency distributions to
fairly complex regression analyses to determine
the relationship of particular dependent and inde-
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pendent variables. The large number of data
HMS Cover 500 and observation (46 States)
requires, that analysis proceed in an iterative

-sequence limiting the hypotheses to be explored
and refining the analytic techniques from one step
te the next. H

;Findings

See Chapter IV of the report.listed below.

National Institute of EduCation. Administration
- of Compensatory Education. Washington,

D.C.: The National -Institute of Education,
U.S. Department of Health, Education, 1:ind
Welfare. ,September 30, 1977.

Contractors: Booz, Allen and Hamilton, Inc.
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

National Opinion Research
Center

.6030 South Ellis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Policy Research Corporation
35 East Wodcer Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60601

STUDY OF FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION OF
TITLE I '

b.

This 'study was designed to assess the clarity'
and consistency, of the Federal Government's
efforts to amply the Title I legal framework In the
cby4o-day operation of the- program. The
research provides Congress with information
about possible modification of the Federal Title I
.aciministrative machinery.

Method , ,

The research focused on those provisions in
the Title I' bid framework which- relate to the
supplementary nature of the Title I procran.
Staff of the National institute of Education
.Compensatay Edukation Division collected the
data through a review of Title I audits and
program reviews and of other official communIca-

... flans.. between the Federal Government, -States,
and LEAs, as well as through extensive interviews
With officials, at various 'levels responsible for the
Federal administration of Title I.

48

. Findings,

See Chapter 111 of the repcittlisted bekw

National Institute of Education. Ackninlitration
of Compensatory Education. Washingtors,
15.c.: The Notional. nstitute of Education,
U.S. Department. of Health, Education; and
Welfare. September 30, 1977.

TITLE I AND STATE COMPENSATORY
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Purpose

As part of .its survey of compensatory
education, the Congress asked the National insti-
tute of Education (NIE) to study the character-istics of state programs. The study of state
compensatory education was designed to provide:

I. Descriptions of state compensa-
, tory education programs currently

in operation, including funding,
services provided, and administra-
tion

2. A discussion of whether the
programs provide possible models
for Title I

3. A discussion of, the extent to
which. Title currently affects
state- incentives to introduce.
compensatory ppranis . and to
operate them efficiently

Method

N1E collected detailed written description's
of compensatory education programs from 14 of
the States currently funding them, conducted
interviews with the personnel In these States, and
held conferences' with state and local rxagan
coordinators to discuss the operation of state

and ,their relationship to Title I. .

Findings

Funding aId Eligibility. In fiscal year 1976,
16 States allocated more than $364 million for the
education of children disedvardoged by virtue of
poverty, language, level of academic
achievement, or location. Funding levels among
the States vary considerably, although -some
States' provide nearly 40% of the combined
Federal and state faxling far compensatory edu-
cation. These funds are most: often allocated to
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the school districts on the basis of a formula;
however, ,two States, Washington and Wisconsin,
award' grants on the basis of competitive appli-
cation. While most States allocate funds on the
basis of -'economic disadvantage, Michigan and
New York allocate solely on the basis of achieve-
meid criteria.

Services. Services provided through state
programs resemble thole prOvided undeLTitle.l.
Usually 'funds are Used to proving and
.mathematics instruction for/ children- at the
elementary level. Some cistri s cindStates might
fund prograrns to meet unique needs of bilingual
eduCation or other pressing concerns.

. Administration. States invest little time;
effort, or money in the administration of their
own programs. When States. do attempt to
odmini. .er -their Orograris, they rely heavily on..
Title I to subsidize their . administration. One
consequence of the relatively low funding for
administration is that monitoring of the degree to
which services funded by state compensatory
education: programs are supplementary is almost .

nonexistent. Even. in States that expressly require
State funds to be used for supplemental services,
districts carry the burden of ensuring supple-
mentation.

-
JOI1NSON COUNTY TITLE I DESEGREGATION

. STUDY

'Purpose

This is a case study of C: city/county merger ..;
plus desegregation. It was done to examine the.- .

functioning. of the merged. district within Abe.
context Of existing Title I regulations. It was seen...

, as an opportunity to 'examine the extent to Which
-current Title I regulationsccommodate the needs
of such districts.

Method'
-At

. :

Nine local, two state, and three Federal
Title.I administrators were interviewed concern-,
ing the problems caused and.alleviated by Title I
regulations. Phase I of the study involved. identi--
fication by local Title I administrators of
regulations causing problems and those helping to
solve problems. Phase IF involved soliciting
opinions on the issues identified in Phase I by
local, state, and Federal Title I administrators.

Findings

OVerall, there Avasl.ittle clear consensus.
Examples of issues addresaedcres

Continuous Eligibility Of Students.
Many administrators favored
having Titlej "follow the child" to
accomplish. this, in. order to lend
Stability. in a changing educational
program.. Otheri felt it would not

-lend stability.

Needs Assessment. The discussion

Relationship with Title I. .Title I. does not I.

2.

.

3.
.

.

4.

5.

interfere with the state compensatory programs'
except where = Title I itself . is difficult to
implement. In. interviews, coordinators of state
programs stressed that Title I was necessary for
the success of. their own effort. Without Title I,
they argued,' few States would have initiated, or
would continue, funding .prOgrarns for the dis-
advantaged.

Conclusion. State prograins have been
ea fished in almost one-third of the States and
provide a significant level of funding. In general,
they target funds, to the- same typecif pUpils and
provide the sane type of services. These pro-
grans thus provide services that complement and
augment. Title I. However, their continued growth
isnot assured. in atime of general fiscal crisis-in
education, it is unlikely that Many more States
will initiate major compensatory education Pro-
grams.

Report -

Notional Institute Of Eduction. Administration
of Compensatory_ _Eaucatton, Chapter ,V.
Washington, D.C.: The National Institute of
_Education; U.S. DepartMent of Health,
Education, and Welfare. September 30,
4977.

hinged-upon the follow-the-child
Issue. When are needs to 'be
assessed, before or after bussing?

Identification of Title I Real cents
s t is .

administrators found definitions
to be unclear. r

Evaluation of Students' Prowess.
This was the most controversial.
Issue.. Starklardized tests were
both lauded and condemned,,
Alternatives were offered. or
found wanting.

T While there was
sualliterdWagreement that
districts !should decide. how,
Where, and when to. use teochersy
ciides, there was disagreement on
the capabilities bf principals end



teachere to= seleot or use aides aid. :
. on the abilfties of the cnrallable.-

Cildetrio..,be truly helpful in Class-
.rooms.

6. Parent; Adirisan, Council: The
-PAC-'-was 'seen as -useful:. Prob.
lems Included greeter soptistico-
flan of the city Over the county
PAC (and consequent rivalry) the
need for training of PAC mem.;
beset and the. need for the district
to bit more serious- in its parent
involvement efforts..

7. Title alc..IPA Johnson County in .1
fereirig a degree of planning and
communication.,

8.. Title I : was also an 'inflexible
program; it had to be worked
around ininnes of major:change,
when 'flexibility was strongly
desired.

Report.

.Thiernann, Francis
-Johnson C

.' The final

C., and John A. CteFIcrininfs.
Title I 10esearegation Study:

t. Louisville, Ky.:
le. 1977.

Contractor:

t.

.-.-

EdUCOVIOtt C.oNoitium
675 River City Mall

- LauisVille, Kentucky 40202

J

SELECTING . EDUCATIONALLY DEPRIVED
CHILDREN-OR TITLE I:. A REVIEW OF THE
LEGAL ISSUES

CA..ems
.

The project sought to and evaluator
the major legal issues raised by the needs
assessment, pupil selection, and program formu-
lation aspects of the Title I process. The purpose
of .this analysis was lo 'determine in what respects
Title I might be vulnerab to legal challenges, as
well as to suggest charya in statute, egulation,
or implementation pr es..

Method..

The project was organized to:

I. Describe relevant aspects of the
Title I statute and regulations

Z.
. .

Provide v cicrier look, *awn from
prior andcontemporatt.au[s studies

corninisSioned by NIE, at the
actual implementation- of needs '
asseisMent; pupil selection; and
program forinulation

3. Sketch the .general. legal context
in which challenges to'Title I will .

be resolved

4. Analyze cnd assess specific legal.
challenges

5. State conclusions about likely.
velopments in the legal responses
to Title I challenges

Findinrgs

Recent developments in the Federal courts,
as to both procedural and substantive matters,
will make legal challenges to Title I .generally
more difficult. These developments inclkode nar-
rowing interpretations Of stancling.to sun, jurisdic-
Hon of the courts, acijudicability of legal issues
likely to be .presentecc- the impact- of racially--
disproportionate results of governmental ection
and the facts nary-' to .demonstrate the
requisite liberty or property interests for invoking
due process protections.

in general, br,oad, e'onstitutionaVy based
challenges to fundamental aspects of Title I pupil
selection will be unlikely to prevail. This includes
challenges such as the invalidity of pupil classifi-
cation per se, the lock of geographical and other
uniformity 'of applicotion of Title I, and the
vagueness of some of. Title It operational. terms.
The alleged absence of adequate procedurui due
process protections tor sttrIente may awe more
difficult questions for the courts.

. .

Narrower challenges addressed to specific.
"dsficienciels in Title I nupil selectioe-proceenes.
and especially to '-fallures of Federa state and
local agencies td amply with I. letter or spirit
of Title .I and its regulations, are mire likely to
succeed in the courts, Many of Ale- areas of
vulnerability are being 'identified by other. N1E
projects. These inciudu evidence of inedequaciez
in aspects of needs assessment, pupil selection,
program implementation, and evaluation..

To the extent that adequate regu'estory an
adMinistrative changes are mods in respixse to
well-founded criticisms of Title I, lti vulnerability
to legal challenges vriQQ be; reduced. Failtire to

Implement e.K.41 arvW* will provide c..basis for
likely judicial intervention.

Tractenberg, Paul L. Sele.cmti Educationalli



Deprived Children for. Title .b A Review of
the l_egalIssues. Newark,-N.J. 1977.

Contractor: Paul L. Tractenberg
Rutgers School of Law
180 University Avewe -
Newark, New Jersey 07102

VARIABLES THAT AFFECT_ THE
ADMINISTRATION AND COORDINATION OF
COMPENSATORY EDUCATION PROGR

The purpose of this project was to identify-
factors affectitvj the _administration and-
coordination' of compensatory.education progrrms.
The . primary purpose of administration is to
provide resources and conditions; for effective
teaching.. A -significont m -wale of effective
teaching Is the level of satlifaction as indicated
by teachers. In this study, the. term "teacher
satisfaction" means a high correlation Ieti.yeen
teachers' Oerceptioni of ideal and real concltiohs
in their: working environment. This study also -
attempts. "to identify the various administrative
variables in compensatory; education prograiis
that 'lead to effective teaching and teacher
satisfaction. .

Method

The method used in this Study was to review
and compare the research findings which explored
the felationkhip between teacher satisfoction and
administration: Operating out of the basic tenets
of the work of Mayo and his associates at Harvard
and the commentaries of Barnard and Follett,
great attention was given to concern for the
social aspects of adrninistratiOn and the
responsibility of -the- adrilinistrator to provide
activities that fulfill the needs of individual staff
members while effectiVely advancing, the
organization toward its goals.

Findings

Four instruments ant: Suggested r carrying
out research on the administrative variables that
affect compensatory education prograns:

O

I. The National --Education
Association (NEW Needs
Assessment Instrument was
designed to probe feathers' per-

. ceptions of needs. eased on a
discrepancY model, it measures
teachers' perceptions of ideal and
real conditions in .18 categories.

Categories are related to
resources for teaching, Program
definition, professional role of the
teacher,, and administration sup?

2. 'The Dialoguei- .1Decision-making,
ACtion and Evaluation (DDAE)
questionnaire was developed:1i),
VD/E/A for use in the League of.

;cooperating Schools. Questions.
are clustered around the concepts
of . clologue, decisiorwriaking,
action, and: evaluation of the _

. school lerl. The focus of the
questionnaire is an the profession-
al role of the teacher. .

3. Decision point analysis, developed
by Eye and others; can be used.as
a supplement to the DDAE
questionnaire for exploring the
profemional role of the teacher.
It is* a discrepancy measure that
can be-used to determine percep-
tions of where decisions should be
made in a school system.

4. The Organization . Climate De-
scription questionnaire (Halpin
and Croft) . assesses eight 'cate
gories: disengagement, hindrance,-

nit, intimacy, aloofness, pro-
on emphasis, thrust, and con"
ation.

.

No c is made .. that , this is a
. comprehensive set of instruments. However the

,,results of research studies, evaluations, .

and project findings seem sufficient to give sound
direction tempered by the logic of professional
experience and perceptions of concerned educe-
torsfar lidentifying the variables- that affect the
administrOion and coordination of compensatory
'education programs..

.

The results of the review and comparison led
to the development of fotir categories affecting
the ockninlieration and coordination of compensa-
tory education programs.

I. Program Mfinition. -A major
function of administration is plan-
ning vrbich results in a clear pro-
gram definition, 'including objec-
tives to be dchleved, a description
of various means for-ochlevingthe
goals; and an evaluation system
Which isi ongoing -and used for
constant feedback for refining and
redefining the prigrdm:- Program
definitions must have commit-

.



rnent from and be understood by
teachers, administrators, parenti,
and sfalents.

for. Teachl The re-
nary or teachers to

thelrjobs is a major
of the, administra-

lion. le-terriperiiatory ellucation
prograns, the need-for piaming
time Is essential in order to meet
the diverse needs of students.
This- planning time must be ode-
quate and free of interruptions if
teaching is to be both focused and
sustained. Class size must be
manageable and workable.
Adequate staffing-is necessary, as
well as instructional materials,
equipment, and facilities for
teaching, if teachers are- to be
effective in their work.

3. Teacher Roles. These should
include full participation Of

--:tea-Cheri in planning and deciL
sionrnaking in a system oriented
to realistically assessIdg its own
problems and potential charac-
terized by:

a. participation in planning and
decision making;

b. responsibility far making de-
cisions about the
instructional program in their
classrooms; and

c. school system and admin-
istrative leadership oriented
to a Ircblem-solving ap-
proach .to planning and de-
cisionmoking.

4.: Administrative Supports for .

. -Teachers. The most importantOW. in any educational
enterprise is teaching. The most
crucial group in the educational
enterprise is teachers. A major
fUnCtiar of the administrative
staff is to Provide support-for
teachers.- AdMinlitrative- support .

is refleCted in:
: :s'str

a. '..coltesiveness of. the faCully;-.
they ar.e.part 'of a team;

. provisions for .inservice
training of teacherstraining

is job -related, ongoing,,
determined by.the teiacher4

concern for the welfare of
teachers --they are given fair

.. and just salaries within the
.fiscal A:, _constraints of the
program 'Old are provided
adequate. and pleasant
working conditions;

d. fair practices of teacher
evaluationevaluation is
designed not as a threat or
punishment, but" rather to
help the teacher grow as. a
competent professional; and .

e. establishing sound working
relationships with the com-
munitythere is community
involvement ;in setting attain-
able goals for the program
Parents of students -are
assisted in understanding the
program so. that they -can
reinforce the teachings of the
program.

Report

Variables Which Affect the Administration and
C_ oordi -not taducation

ograms as ngton, %11-1-ona
Education Assaiation. July 1975.

Contractor: National Education Association
1201 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

-. THE PAC STUDY

Purpose
. .

his is an exploratory study of the impact of
Parent Advisory Councils. (PACs) on the
management and administration of Title
programs at the local level. The study t.!. intended
not only to contribute . to an assessment of the
_Title I program;-but also to assist NIE gaierally in
its policy planning regarding citizen participation.

r .

Local; state and:Federal Title 1 'officials
_acknowledge that, there is wide variation in the
types of management roles PACs play in local
Title I programs: --These officials have knoWn PAC

-responsibility. and influence to vary from virtually
no involvement on the one hand . to substantial
influence over budget, hiring, and program design
and evaluation .on the other. This small

52
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exploratory study will attempt to provide data on
ions in-PAC activity and

to,. ye as ta_ first .step.:144011i. 014013411t
in deinSloping st

the

- ,
Metho 4 ,-

d - -6.. .- ..;......:

Three districts in _eacti -okitiree States
sherning variations in the role and respatiSibility- of
PACs in:. relation to 1 the -administration and
management of Title I programs were- studied by
using survey questionnaires. Respondents included
principals of Title I schoolii 2Ohool-level PAC

-chairpersons,. 'district-lei/el PAC-members, local
and State Title I officials, school board members,
superintendents, and participants in other
community organizations. Analyses will be..
directed toward the following:

I. Comparing' PAC roles and the
levels of support provided by the
local school; the dstrict, and the.
State

2. Comparing district -level and
school-level PAC members with
local educational agency (LEA)
staff

3. Comparing PAC roles with dis-
trict and state policies on parent
involvement in Title I progrorns

.. Lazarsfeld and Barton's method for gener-
ating "natural classes" will be used in assessing
the information contained in the open-ended
questions.

Findings -
_ -

Findings will be reported in the fall of 1978.

Contractor: CPI, Associates, Inc.
8435 North Steammons Freeway
Suite 120
Dallas, Texas 75247

PRELIMINARY WORK IN THE ADMINISTRATION
OF ESEA TITLE!

121mse

During the plannitig of the National Institute
of ',Education '(NIE) Compensatory ..Education
Study, the dissemination 'and *implementation of
Title 1' .regulptions was often mentioned as a
problem area by both praatitioneri . and
researchers with vitiom;:.. the . NIE staff

. consmlleatod. . Information Was especially

53:

laCking regarding the way regulations, both Fed-.
erd and State, operate at the district- level in

-'r1Oriurbon_. areas. This project .increased NIE's
linderitandng . of which regulations presented
problems to local administrators' and -how these
problems. affected the nature of: districts' Title I
PrograRleT

Method

In -October 1975, two small conferences
were r held at NIE. Particirfants were
superintendents, Title I directors, or other district
personnel.-charged with the administration of
Title 1.programs. The first ccinference focused on
small rural school districts; the II districts
represented ranged in size from 250 to 4,500
pupils. The 13 participants at The second
conference cane from small cities cod, therefore,
medium-sized districts, averaging 12,000 pupils. In
total, 21 States were represented.

-Each participant prepared a short paper
addressing problems encountered in .the
administration of Title I in his a her district. NIE
staff summarized remarks and led general
discussions. I

Findings

Problems with Title !Regulations

Parent Advisor y Councils. Many. small
districts. have difficulty persuading even a. smell
nurnber.O1 parents to attend meetings, and oda-
ory councils sometimes' give little substantive
input.. -Some parents feel that the school- staff

-should assume . full responsibility- for -program
design, implementation, and evaluation. When
smaller districts receive Federal funds for several..
programs, many of which. require individual ad=
visory councils, the parents who are _willing .td
become involved may be burdened With numerous
'requests to attend meetings,.frequentli at tansid-
erable distance from their homes.. Additionally,
elected school advisory councils involve a large
amount of administrative work and requirevoting
so early in the school year that parents do not yet
know one another. Despite these prOblems, many
participants felt that advisory councils are
particularly useful-. in protecting the interests of
Title 1 children in communities where there are
pressures to use:funds for other. purposes.

Su lanti . Participants felt that Title I.
programs cannot e wholly supplementary and. still
operate within the schoolday, Some States
operated after-school or summer .schOol Title I
prograrrislor a number of years in order to comply
with their interpretation of this regulation. Other_
'States discourage pullout programs during regular

6



ttime;
cal iten a

intendenr or- Schaaf prinCipaleerveirai Title I
. as well as the 1"cidminlitrator of

f other :I federally:- funded :programa. Corn-
;requireinenti:H . 'present Special

dIfficOltiesfor diatricts -which coverlarge
geographic areas, since operating costs are often
liar in remote schools. .

rather. problem
. .

. areas.
ticipants also noted;

. The concentration of services by--
many States on elementary school
children when there is also a.
definite need at upper levels, es-j
pecially junior high school

;Conference par-

.2.
_ .

The frequent changes in both
' Federal and . state regulations,

which increase necessary record-
keeping: without deleting old' re-
quirements :nd often involvenew
data-gathering. efforts; .-theie
changes 'present a special strain
on small districts,. where,
administrative money and staff.
are especially limited

3. The administrative 'chain. of corn-
maxi which often puts Title I pro-
grams outside' the jurisdiction of
the school principal, thereby . in-- -creasing the likelihood of poor
coordination between Title I and
regular school programs

4: The disparity betWeen Federal
-auditors and Federal and . state
program personnel in interpreting
regulations

5. That trait States 'insist . on ston-
''' . dcrdized _tests fp fulfill . Federal

evaluation requirements; it was
felt that such tests are Of little
help in evaluation or future
planning since they: do not reflect
what happens in, Title I programs

C

r.-

. T *here not enoughOlimningeirne
and apalilcations are due Ur 'Mu;
next yeah . about theearne Ohne
evaluations. ant -due, for -lite
present year, essentially
eliminating -the use of the most
recent evaluation* ln the 'planning
process.,

2. There is a substantial. time lag
. between submitting.. applications

and thefir cpproiral;', often
progians must be. tentatively
staffed and essentially -geared up
before q)proval Is received...-

3. The complexity Of Title I
application; evaluation, compare--
bility, and fiscal requirements Is a - .

special problem in srnaller dis-
tricts. It leave; little or no time
for administrate* 'to engage in
program research -and follow-up.

1 The Role of the. State Educational Agency
(SEA) in Each District

I. Districts reported considerable --.-
variation in the amount of Contact
and technical assistance received-
from SEAs (ranging from, prOclupf
tive monthly-meetings of Title l .

coordinators in one State to no
personal contact for as long as 3
years in another).

. There was- also, Considerable
variation concerning the timely
distribution and interpretation of
regulations. Participants agreed
"that. a single clear publication
containing Federal regulations,
guidelines, and handbook inform-
tion would be extremely helpful.

Reports

. The- results of these conferences were used
by' ItE to guide further research' in the adminis-
tration of Title I .programs.



The purpose of this,project is to develop a
National Institute of Education
Cornpeniatory Education Study data archive.
Given the large investment in data .collection
activities and the amount of new data collected,in
the course of the NIE Itudyi it 11 very important
that these data be available in usable form for
researchers outside the institute. -

. .

The archive will consist of the separate data
. files from six major- projects conducted as pait,of
the. NIE Study. The contractor will -organize the

les and, develop Uniform. docunientation and
rrianuals far the archive data. The comp-

ad:archive will then be turned over to on
ablished archiving facility.
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Reseaich an Funds Allocation-
Tabulations of Poverty Statistics

Census Tabula on of Poverty- Statistics
Modfication Federal Education Fi-;

nonce Model
.

Research on-the Effects of "Demonstration
Compensatory Education Projects'

A Study. of Student AChievement Measures as
Title I Eligibility Criteria

Research on-Services (
NIE. National Survey. of Compensatory Educa-

Research ort.StUdent DevelOpment
instructional Dimensions Study ,

.Research an Administration
'Study of State Administration of Title I


